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Preface
The Significant Bilingual Instructional Features (SMF) descriptive

study sought to identify, describe, and verify those instructional features which
appear to be successful in producing positive classroom experknces and learning
outcomes for limited-Engfish-prolicient (LEP) students. The study, which was
completed in 1983, produced forty technical reports and research documents on
the various facets of the study.

However, it is unlikely that these technical reports will find their way into
classrooms to impact instructional practice unless fincfings from the study are
transferred into concepts and strategies useful to practitionns. The purpose of
this monograph is to reflect on findings from the SBIF study and to put them into
a perspective that will facilitate and encourage their use by teadwrs of LEP
students, coordinators of special language services or programs for LEP students,
and principals whose schools contain significant populations of LEP students.

To accomplish this, findings from the SBIF study are integrated with Intorma-
lion aom other research in a way that describes and explains successful instruc-
tion for LEP students. In addition, I have drawn upon my experietwes both in
conducting the SBIF study and in presenting and discussing the findings and their
implications with practitioners, policymakers, and researchers over the past two
years. What emerges is a framework for understanding the complex process of
suecessfully instructing LEP students to achieve both English language and basic
skills acquisition. In addition, the framework helps explain how effective bilingual
instruction is similar to and different from successful instruction in general.

The SHIF study is part of the U.S. Department of Education's BEA Title VII
Part C Research Agenda for Bilingual Education. These congressionally man-
dated studies were t" !signed to provide information regarding the educational
needs of LEP students. Funded through the National Institute of Education (N1E)
beginning in 1980, the study was conducted in two parts. Part I took place during
the 1980-81 school year. Bilingual instruction was studied in 58 classes at six U.S.
sites, each serving a different ethnolinguistic student population. Classes observed
in this study served primarily students of Puerto Rican. Cuban. Mexican, Navajo,
and Chinese (Cantonese speaking) backgrounds. Research for this part of the study
focused on the identification and description of significant bilingual instructional
features.

In Part H, conducted during the 1981-82 school year, four kinds of verification
were established with respect to the generalizability, stability, utility, and com-
patibility of the Part I findings. A brief description of the technicalaspects of the
study appears as Appendix A; the complete executive summary is available from
the National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education.

The teachers, students, administrators, and parents at each site deserve a
whole-hearted thank you for their cooperation and contributions to the study.
Without their participation, the successful instructional strategies discussed here
could not have twen identified.

In addition, the research stalls at nine collaborating institutions and agencies
contributed significantly to the success of the study and are deserving of my



gratitude. They include Josk A. Vizquez-Faria, Migdalia Romero, and Ana Maria
Villegas (Hunter College of CUNY); Roger Kaufman, Maria Masud, and Alicia
Rojas (Florida State University); Domingo Dominguez and Ma Huerta-Macias
(Southwest Educational Development Laboratory) Gail Goodman, Eugenia
BaldwM, Judy Martin, and Jimmy Tsosie (Navajo Nation Division of Education);
San-lim Tsang, Kaki Inn, and John Lum (ARC Associates, Inc.); Morris Lai and
Milagros Gavieres (University of Hawaii); Alfredo Aragon and Felipe Paris
(Northwest Educational Regional Laboratory); Harriet Doss-Willis and Astacia
Wright (formerly of CEMREL, Inc.); and the staff at the Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and DevelopmentLarry Guthrie, Elsie Gee, and Char'es
Fisher, associate director of the study who saw it through to completion.

Special thanks are owed t 'filbert Garcia, National Institute of Education, and Ed-
ward Fuentes (formerly at the National Institute of Education) for their support
ami contributions throughout the study. I am grateful for the contributions of
Beatrice A. Ward (Center for Interactive Research and Development) to various
facets of tlw study and for her considerable input to this monograph. Filially, I am
indebted to the NEW editorial staff for their care in editing the final product.

Wiliam J. likunoff
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Chapter 1

Five Significant Bilingual
Instructional Features
The Significant Bilingual Instructional Features Mtn descriptive

study (1980-83) was designed to inquire into the nature of one aspect of bilingual
educationthe successful instruction of LEP students. During Part I of the study,
58 bilingual teachers and 232 of their timited-English-profkient (LEP) students
were studied for lei full days of instruction, primarily in the basic skills areas.
Among other findings, five instructional features were identified and described in
Part I of the study, and verified in Part II, as being significant for the instruction of
LEP students in terms of obtaining the two goals of bilingual education: (I) ac-
quisition of English proficiency; and (2) at the same time, demonstrated progress
toward acquisition of academic or basic skills proficiency. They are summarized
later in this chapter and discussed in depth in chapter 4.

The teachers studied were nominated by other teachers, principals, school
district administrators, parents, -Ind former students as among the must suc-
cessful bilingual instructors at their respective sites. In subsequent analysis of
data, their effectiveness was established in terms of positive consequences for
target LEP students in their classes. Beca.....se the study was intended to identify
significant bilingual instructional features, it was logical to conduct the study in
classrooms where bilingual instruction appeared to be working effectively. This
was particularly important given the state-of-the-art of bilingual instruction and
its information base.

Since bilingual instruction has been a "grass roots" movement from its incep-
tion, those who understand best what it is and how it works are its practitioners.

1
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With a lack of research evidence to guide the specification of instructional treat-
ment for IFP students, practitioners of bilingual education initially designed in-
struction which built upon (1) their own conventional wisdom and practical
knowledge and (2) instructional methods adapted from programs of teaching
English as a second language to adults. Two outcomes of these early attempts at
developing bilingual education programs have endured and are characteristic of
most programs today.

First, in order to develop LEP student English proficiency, instructional
strategies were adapted from English as a sevond language programs designed
by linguists primarily for adults. Many of these strategies are still used in schools
today. Second, persons who were reasonably proficient in the native language of
LEP students were recruited by school districts and became the bilingual educa-
tion practitioners. -

Today, 17 years after the inception oi the Bilingual Education Act, very little
empirical information exists that describes the types of special services and in-
structkinal strategies that best meet the linguistic and academic needs for LEP
students. We stil do not have an acceptable theoretical framework to guide the
effective instruction of LEP students. Only occasionally have researchers and
practitioners been able to establish concretely what services and instructional
strategies work. Fortunately, relent emphasis on the study of instruction of LEP
students has increased our ability to describe with relative confidence effective
bilingual irearurtion.

The five significant bilingual instructional features identified and described in
the MBE study are a case in point. Throughout the remainder of this monograph,
the key characteristics of these features and the ways in which they were
employed will be explored.

'F0 be considered significant, a feature had to meet the following four criteria:

1, Each feature had to lw identified in the research literature as producing
positive instructional consequences for LEP and other students,

2 It must have occurred frequently and with high quality in each of the study
classes during observationin a given classroom, across all classes al a par-
ticular site, and across all sites of the sample.

3. During analysis of their own instructional protocols, ft must have been iden-
tified by the SRIF teachers as being significant for purposes of bilingual instruc-
tion.

4. Features or clusters of features had to be associated with desirable conse-
quences for LEP students.

A broad variety of bilingual education approaches was found across thr study
sites. Currieulum and program content, related instructional goals and obtectives,
and instructional materials varied widely. In addition, school district policies.
educational philosophies, and teachers' theories differed with respect to the in-
structional approaches thought to be most appropriate for developing LEP
students English language proficiency while teaching them academic skills.

là 1
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II is important to nnte that, on the average, regardless of these variations in
program focus. school district policies, philosophies 01 instruction hir LEP
students, differing eihmainguistk groups, and curriculum and materials, Ow 58
teachers in the study exhibited all five significant bilingual instructional features
frequently, consistently, and with high quahty.

The live instructional features found to be significant for the effective instruc-
tion of LH' students are:

I Successful teachers of LH' students, like effective teachers, generally exhibit
the "active teaching" twhaviors found to be related to increased student per-
formance on tests of academic achievenwnt in reading and mathematics. This
is to say that

Teachers cimimunicate clearly when giving directhms, accurately describ-
ing tasks and specifying how students will know when the tasks are com-
pleted correctly, and presenting new information by using appropriate
strategies like explaining, outlining, and demonstrating;
They obtain and maintain students' engagement in instructional tasks by
maintaming task focus, by pacing instruction appropriately, by promoting
student involve:nen!, and by communicating their expectations for
students' success in completing instructional tasks,
They monitor students' progress and provide immediate feedback
wheiwver required with respect to whether studeats are achieving success
in tasks or, if not, how they can achieve success,

2 Successful teachers of LEP students mediate effective instruction for LH'
students by using both LI (native language) and L,, (second language, in this in-
stance. English) effectively for instruction, alternating between the WI
languages whenever necessary to ensure clarity of instruction for LH'
students.

3 Successfu! teachers of LIP students mediate effective instruction for LEP
students by integrating English language development with academic skills
development, thus enabling LEP students to acquire English terms for con-
cepts and content even when 11 is used fur a portion of the instruction.

4, Successful teachers of LEP students mediate active teaching by responding to
and using information from !he LEP students' home culture(s). They (a) use
cultural referents during instruction, (b) organize instruction to build upon par-
ticipant structures from the LEP students' home culture(s), and (c) observe the
values and norms of the IEP students' home rulture(s) even as the norms of
Ihe maturity culture are being taught.

S The instructional intent of successful teachers of LEP students is congruent
with how they organize and deliver instruction, and with the resultant come-
quences for students, In addition, they communicate (a) high expectations for

IT students in terms of learning and (b) a sense of efficacy in terms of their
)wn ability to teach all students.

I
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The signifkance of these five bilingual instructional features can be
demonstrated best by their effect on the performance of target LEP students in
1Iw SHIP study. These students were able to decode and understand instructional
task expectations and new information in terms of the expected instructional out-
comes and knew how to achieve them. As a result, they were able to ap-
propriately and productively complete tasks with a high rate of accuracy. They
knew how to obtain feedback with respect to accomplishing instructional tasks,
in terms of whether they were proceeding appropriately and, if not, how to ob-
tain the necessary help. In short, they acquired the new skills and concepts that
their teachers expected them to learn.

The five significant bilingual instructional features are described and discussed
at length in chapter 4. Before turning to this discussion, however, it is important
to understand how these features fit into the total environment of classroom in-
struction and what the consequences are for LEP students. Chapter 2 discusses
this in terms of the requirements imposed by the structure of schools per se, in
particular the class task demands that comprise the core of learning activities kW
sItHICHts. The develoimwnt of competent student participation in respimding to
these demands is taken up in chapter 3 01 terms of how LEP students achieved
student functional proliciowy in the SHIF study. hi chapter 4 we then return to
the five significant bilingual instructional features in order to explore how
teachers used them to mediate dlective bilingual instruction. Chaptei 5 con-
cludes by presentnig those questions practitioners frequently ask about the SHIP*
!Wine% and distusses instructimial issues which the findings have triggered.



Chapter 2

The Demands of Instruction
for LEP Students
The plight of children who come to school speaking a language

other than English has always challenged U.S. educators. Because English is the
primary medium of instruction in U.S. schools, limited-English-proficient (LEP)
students are denied access to instruction unless they can understand the
language in which it is delivered.

Thus, it is commonly assumed that LEP students must learn English as rapidly
as possible, and typically, proficiency is determined by administering some test of
oral English proficiency. Researchers, however, have found that, for at least two
reasons, oral language proficiency measures provide insufficient data for decision
making about the schooling needs of LEP students.

First, oral language proficiency measures do not predict how well LEP students
will perform on academic achievement tests (Cummins 1981, 19g3b; Cana le
1983; Oiler 1979). Second, they have no relationship to how well a LEP student
can perform classroom instructional tasks (Klee 1984; Cummins 1983a, c; Cer-
vantes 1979). Practitioners, too, have found the results of such tests to be insuffi-
cient in determining the progress of LEP stulients with relation to develqping the
skills and knowledge necessary to accomplish instructional tasks (Tikunoff
198414

For these reasons, the Significant Bilingual Instructional Features (SB1F) study
sought to determine the requirements for a LEP student to function proficiently
in accomplishing instructional tasks. A framework was developed which specifies
the requirements of instruction in terms of class task demands to which LEP and

5 3
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other students must respond appropriately in order to be considered functionally
proficient in school.

Based on this framework, if a LEP student can accomplish class tasks with a
high degree of accuracy when instruction is delivered in English, then it follows
that the student has also developed sufficient English proficiency to participate
successfully in mtmolingual English classroom instruction. Thus, the concept of
student functional proficiency is presented as a way of sorting out the data which
support a teacher's conclusion that a LEP student can handle a monolingual
English instructional situation successfully. Observations of LEP students' perfor-
manee in completing class tasks may serve as a more useful language proficiency
measure than oral language tests when the objective is to determine whether or
not a particular LEP student is ready to exit from a bilingual to a monolingual
English classroom.

This class task demand framework guided data collection interests for the SLUE
study and is the subject of this chapter. The discussion that follows presents class
task tlemands in terms of how they are typically structured in U.S. classrooms.
Their implications are discussed with regard to the effective performance of LEP
students in classroom instruction. How LEP students in the SBIE study were able
to negotiate class task demands and to develop student functional proficiency is
the subject of the next chaptm

class Task Demands of Instruction

Teachers and students understand well the notion that schools are wort'. places.
Each day begins axiomatically with a teacher's prmunincement, "Okay, let's get
to work." Students know that if they are not working, teachers will sanCion them
to "get back to work." Even when students do not understand se hat it is they are
summised to be doing, they appear to be aware of the teacher's expectations and
try to behave as though they are working in order not to attract sanctions, or
they successfully mimic other students' behavior in order to give the impression
that they know what they are supposed to be doing.

Throughout the United States, schools are structured similarly, organizing ex-
periences and creating demands to which students must respond appropriately if
they are to be perceived by adults as competent. Ooe important feature of this
structure is the tasks which students must carry out in a classroom. In the discus-
sion that follows, these ar referred to as class tasks,

Wlwn working on assignments, students resptmd to the demands inherent in
class tasks. When they respond appropriately, they appear to be highly engaged,
accomplishing tasks with high accuracy. Such student behavior is perceived by
the le:teller to be competent participation in task completion, demonstrating stu-
dent fundional proficiency. Inappropriate responses to task demands will result
in low task completion accuracy or in behavior which draws the teacher's
sanctkms.

1 4
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Although class tasks contain demands to which all students must respond,
some are more complex for some students than for others for a variety of
reasons, and therefore are more difficult and require more lime to accomplish ac-
curately. Obviously, for LEP students, achieving competent participation requires
both developing English pmficiency while concurrently developing proficiency
in accomphshMg class tasks. Hence, LEP students may inadvertently be placed in
instructional situations that are more complex for them than for students who are
already proficient in English.

The demands of class tasks are depleted in figure I in terms of four types of
demands: response mode, interactional mode, task complexity. and cam-
numicative complexity. They are treated sep..rately for purposes of defining and
illustrating tlwm. During Mstruction. however, they occur concurrently and iu-
teractively.

Figure 1
Class Task Demands
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Response Mode Demands

Response mcde demands are those that require a student to use cognitive (in-
formation processing) skills, affective skills, and motor (physical manipulation or
sensory) skills. They are traditionally explained in terms of skill development
such as !Honor's ( !MN) taxonomy of cognitive levels: from knowledge, to com-
prehension, to application, to analysis/synthesis. to evaluation.

As an illustration of the sorts of response mode demands LEP students are re.
wired to meet, consider one of the class tasks observed in an SHIP class and
reported in one of the case studies (Villegas & Romero 1981). In a combination
hrst and second grade class, a Spanish reading lesson was conducted. The
teacher reported that the purposes of the lesson were (1) to build students'
Spanish vocabulary, (2) to promote full sentence descriptions of events, and (3) to
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develop students' explanatory skills. The lesson involved several steps. The
teacher held up a picture of a boy holding telephone receiver to his ear and cry-
ing. She asked students for Spanish word, that described the boy in the picture.
As words were given, she wrote them on a chalkboard beneath the label, Adler.
taws. Next, students were asked to describe what the boy was doing. These
words or phrases were written on the chalkboard beneath the label, Verbs. Final-
ly, students were asked to tell why they believed the boy was doing each of the
things listed under Verbs. Their responses were written on the chalkboard in a
parallel list and labeled, iteastms.

During this activity, students raised their hands and took turns responding,
while the teacher asked questions to elicit appropriate information. When each of
the lists contained eight to ten responses, the teacher wrote across the
chalkboard, "Do ;an esti ("The

boy is .___ She then asked different students to select
words or phrases from the lists on the chalkboard and place them in the blanks in
the sentence. As each new sentence was formed, she wrote it on the chalkboard.

The response mode demands in this lesson were complex, especially consider-
ing the youth of the students, Cognitively, they were required to interpret the
meaning of the picture; identify words in their individual Spanish vocabularies
that appropriately described, expressed, or explained certain parts of this mean-
ing: and go beyond the obvious information in the picture and construct explana-
tkms for the event depicted. Further, since the teacher gave no explanation for
the headings of the lists, the students were required to figure out for themselves
the reasons words were placed in one list and not annther, and to use this infor-
mation when they suggested words to place in the Wanks in the sentence. Some
word recognition and decoding skills were also required to read the sentences
alinuf, although memory of what a student previously may have placed on the
lists might have lessened this requirement.

Because the students were required to respond in front of a group of their
peers, affective response demands included the ways in which each student
responded to other students' answers (e.g., facial expressions. comments made
by others), and each shaient's feelings about volunteering an answer when
everynne would know whether or not a response was accepted by the teacher.
Motor/sensory demands of ;his class task required no inaMpulatiim of objects or
handwriting. liowever, what was required was the ability to see details at a
distance and to differentiate among them.

Information from two of the 11.1) students' perceptions of the lesson provide in-
sight into the degree to which ttwse first and second grade students understood
the demands to which they were to respond. One student, a girl, reported that
they jaw studentsj were getting words from their memories and telling them to
the teacher. She described the boy in the picture as crying because his mother
had gone to the airport and he was calling his grandmother to tell her this. At the
end of the lesson, she said students could choose which words they liked best
Prom the words listed on the chalkboardj and put them together. She liked best

I f;
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"the boy is eight years old," "The boy is sad," "The boy is holding the telephone,"
and "The boy is crying."

The other student, a boy, explained, "We were doing sentences." He reported
a sentence he had composed. "A small boy is crying." He reported that he chose
the words that he was going 10 use from those listed on the chalkboard and then
wrote sentences. He picked words that "sounded good" to him, and said that the
teacher checked to see if the words fit with the sentences.

lateroctional Mode Demands
Inherent in class tasks are interadional mode demands which require that LEP

students understand the underlying rule structures of three kinds of norms, The
first is interpersonal norms, such as rules for getting along with others and know-
ing how to interact productively with peers and adults while completing'class
tasks. The second is colk-divity norms, which include skills such as knowing how
to work alone (tr with others), knowing how to obtain feedback or clarification
converning task completion, and knowing the ndes of membership in what
Sch lechty (1970) called a "collectivity of individuals" such as a class in a school.

Intemersonal and collectivity norms are particularly important for LEP
students to understand in a class with 30 or so students and only 1 or 2 adults
since many students may need assistance from the adults at the same time. In ad-
dition, different class tasks may require a student to interact with other children
ut various ways in order to complete them. Such requirements are called process
normsthe third set of Mteradional mode demands. They include such situa-
rims as knowing when not to interact with others, i.e., during test taking; taking
tarns during a teacher-led question-and-answer session; working as a member of
a small group to produce a single prodirct: and assuming the role of disi-ussirm
leader

An excerpt from another lesson in an SBIF case study is illustrative of the many
aneractinnal mode demands to which a 111' student must learn to respond ap-
propriately (Baker & Boothroyd 198 b). (Me of the interesting features of this
Irsson ir that (No.'s external to the lesson imposed demands on the students
along with those of the lesson itself.

The lesson was taught to a group of fourth and fifth grade students, some of
Whom were LEP while others were English dominant. Most of the LEP s:...tents'
native language. was Spanish, but a few had Chinese or a Southeast Asian
language as their

The purpose of the lesson was reading and using abbreviations. At the begin-
ning. the leacher used an overhead projector to display want ads from a
newspaper. The first ad was for a rental house. It read as follows:

livrm, Mom. tplcr, diorm, brkstrm, kit, bath, 3/Ige hdrms, expan attic,
2 car gar, Ige tot, cony. Io tramp. immed. puss

The teacher then projected headings for two lists: abbreviation and whok word.
lie called upon students to find abbreviations in the want ad and tell hint what
words they represented. When all the abbreviations were identified, he projected

1 7
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the want ad in its complete form with all abbreviated words spelled out, and
students identified abbreviations they had decoded incorrectly. Next, they
discussed the reasons abbreviations were used in the want ad.

The lesson followed a recitation format with the teacher calling upon various
students (Of input. Following the work with the want ad, the teacher moved on to
writing whole words on the transparency* such as post meridkin and
miscellatwous, calling upon students to give abbreviations for each. Students who
were called upon were required to go to the overhead projector and write their
answers on the transparency.

Because the lesson occurred during the first half-hour of the school day, the
teacher indicated to the observers that students might be coming in after the
lesson began if some of the school buses were late. In fact, this is what happened.
Appmximately 10 minutes into the lesson, 16 students entered the ClaSS(001111.
Flight minutes later, two more students arrived. These external interruptions in-
creased the complexity of the interactional mode demands.

First, students had to determine whether it was all right to carry on conversa-
tions with others during the lesson, and if so, how to do this in a way that was ac-
ceptable to the teacher. Second, students needed to know how to get the
teacher's attention so they could be called upon to provide an answer. Or, if they
did not want to be called upon, they needed to know how to avoid the teacher's
attention. In fact, the teacher called upon students who did not actively seek his
attention, but he allowed them to decline writing the word on the transparency.
Students used several methods for obtaining the teacher's attention, such as
handraising and calling out, "Please, me," "Let me," and so forth.

In terms of process requirements, going to the overhead projector to write a
word on the transparency demanded performance in front of the group. When
students made errors, the teacher helped them understand that this was all right.
On one occasion, he said, -One thing I like about this class is that we are not
afraid to make mistakes."

Students who arrived after the lesson had started needed to know appropriate
behavior for entering the classroom late and how to join the group involved in
the lesson without drawing the teacher's sanctions for interrupting it. In addition,
they had to figure out for themselves the response mode norms of the lesson as it
progressed.

Given these circumstances, the participation and perceptions of one of the
students who entered late was interesting. This girl entered the classroom ap-
proximately IS minutes after the lesson began. She walked directly to her chair
and turned it to face the screen on which the transparency was being projected.
She leaned across the table and talked quietly to a girl sitting across from her,
The teacher called on her to provide an abbreviation soon after she entered the
classroom. She walked to the projector and, as she began writing, the lead in the
pencil broke. The other students laughed. The teacher told them to settle down,
and directed the girl to continue.

S
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Before she could do so, she had to remove paper from around the tip of the
pencil. She wrote the word, doctor, on the transparency and the abbreviatkm,
Voc. When the other students laughed, the teacher said that Doc was sometimes
used as an abbreviation for doctor, but did she know a better one. She rubbed out
hka and wrote Dr. to which the teacher replied, "Fine."

Obviously, several aspects of her participation complicated the interactional
demands of the lesson for her: late entry, not knowing the rules (or participating
M the lesson, a broken pencil lead, and an incorrect response. Further, when the
teacher callml on her again later in the lesson, some of the students complained
aloud that she had been given two turns while they had been given none
(although only three students were given no turns at all).

When asked what the lesson was about, the girl said, "Abbreviations." She told
the observer she liked having a turn. She also indicated that she had been given
no help by other students and had to figure out what to do by herself.

Complexity Demand.

In addition to conveying response mode and interactional mode demands,
class tasks also contain complexity demands. There are two types of complexity
demands: task complexity demands and communicative complexity demands.
Roth are critical to understanding how I.EP students successfully develop English
language proficiency while also developing basic skills proficiency.

Task complexity demand.. Task complexity demands are made on
all students. As with all other class task demands, students must appropriately
respond if they are to achieve accuracy in task completion and, in the process,
progress toward mastery of basic skills. Task complexity can be determined in
terms of at least four dimensions. These are the demands of risk, ambiguity,
knowledge, and procedure.

Risk involves the extent to which a student is familiar with the class task and
tan complete it accurately (Doyle 1979). A student may ask, "Is it a task I have
performed before?" Familiar tasks tend to be low-risk tasks. Or is this the first
time a student is trying such a task? New tasks tend to be high-risk tasks because
students do not know whether they can complete them accurately. Another
dimension of risk involves the publicness or privateness of task performance. If
tasks are performed publicly, such as during recitation, there is greater likelihood
that not knowing the answer will result in public exposure of this fact. The stu-
dent in the lesson on abbreviations provides an example of this risk-taking.
Private tasks, like some seat work, provide a lower degree of risk.

Ambiguity increases as students are confronted with not knowing what is ex-
Owed (Doyle 1979). The more information withheld or not understood, the
higher the ambiguity of a task. Tasks demanding mere memorization convey low
ambiguity in terms of task completion requirements. More complex tasksconvey
h.rreasing ambiguity directly in relation to how unfamiliar a student is with that
task. For example, the first and second grade lesson in which students gave
reasons for what was happening in the picture of the boy crying on the telephone

I I)
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included both low and high ambiguity for some students: words to describe theboy (low ambiguity) or completing a sentence by filling in the two slots (higher
ambiguity).

Another dimension of ambiguity is familiarity with task completion procedures
(Mergendoller et al. 1982). A student may ask, "Does the task require doing
things I have done previously (low ambiguity), or do I have to learn to master
new procedures in order to complete the task accurately (high ambiguity)?" For
example, the lesson on abbreviations appeared to be one that involved pro-
cedures as well as content with which the students had worked previously.
However, the sentence completion portion of the lesson involving the picture of
the crying boy on the telephone appeared to be new to the students.

Knowledge demands increase as students are pushed from lower cognitive
levels to higher cognitive levels (Tikunoff et al. Study B, 1980). A student may
ask, "How hard do I have to work to complete the task accurately? Is memory in-
volved (relatively low-cognitive level), or am I required to solve unfamiliar prob.,
(ems (relatively mid-cognitive level) or to innovate and invent (high-cognitive
lever Interestingly, in terms of knowledge demands of the two lessons de-
scribed above, knowledge demands in the first and second grade lesson ("crying
boy") were more complex than those in the fourth and fifth grade lesson (-ab-
breviations").

Procedural demands concern how many operations are involved in completing
a task, and how many must be accommodated concurrently in order to achieve
high task accuracy (Tikunoll & Ward 1978). Students may ask, "Am 1 required to
complete operations concurrently (high-procedural level), or can I complete one
operation at a time in sequence (low-procedural level)?" Both lessons describ-
ed earlier ultimately required students to carry out two or more operations to
complete tasks. The first and second grade students first gave words to describe
only ont aspect of the picture, the boy. The fourth and fifth grade students iden-
tified abbreviated words in a want ad. Multiple operations were required to com-
plete both tasks, however. The first and second grade students had to recognize
characteristics or features of the boy and recall words to describe them. The
fourth and fifth grade students had to recognize that a set of letters was not a
complete word and recall the word that the letters might represent. contextual
clues in both the picture and the want ad also might have been recognized and
applied during this operation.

Obviously, based on all these demands, class task complexity may vary
markedly from one task to another, and this, in turn, may impact the ability of an
individual student to complete a particular task with high accuracy. Yet teachers
may overlook sonie factors that contribute to the complexity of a task. For in-
stance, prior to the lesson about the crying boy on the telephone, the teacher of
the first and second grade students stated in an interview that these students prob-
ably would have difficulty putting appropriate words in the slots in the sentence
because they had not done this previously in a Spanish lesson. However, since
they had tried it once in English, the teacher thought some students would see

0
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the similarity in operations and illustrate to others what to do. The plan was to
move one step at a time through the lesson so it would not become overly com-
plicated. After the lesson was completed, the teacher was surprised that students
were able to give multiple word answers when they were handling one part of
the lesson at a time, such as describing the boy, telling what he was doing, or pro-
viding reasons for the way he looked. The teacher felt that putting the parts
togetlwr into a complex sentence had been difficult lor them; however, they had
written complete sentences, and many students had used several sentences. The
teacher stated that both these outcomes demonstrated the students' understan-
ding of the lesson.

As suggested hy this teacher, students with relatively good skills generally will
participate conipetently in most class tasks regardless of the demands that are in-
volved. Conversely, students with poorer skills will sometimes have difficulty
when tasks include new demands and more complexity. Sometimes, they will re-
quire more time to ('omplete tasks; at other times, even increased time will not
guarantee accuracy of task completion. To aid au students, teachers need to take
care that tasks that are potentially highly complex be made manageable for all
students through the use of devices such as introducing only one piece at a time.

II a student is learning a second language while class task demands are being
learned, and this is the language of class instruction, another dimension of com-
plexity enters the picture: the linguistic dimension.

Communicative complexity demands. In discussing the com-
municative proficiency necessary for LEP students' school learning, Cummins
(19142) specified two areas of concern: context and cognition. He described both
in terms of contiMiums, from least to most complex.

With regard to the contexts for second language learning, Cummins noted that
LEP students are placed in both familiar and unfamiliar situations. He presented
second language learning situations along a continuum from context-embedded
to context-reduced. At the least complex end of the context continuum (context-
embedded), a LEP student is working with knowledge of the situation and of the
contextual clues it contains and uses these to negotiate meaning of the context.
The other end of the continuum (context-reduced) represents those situations in
which the clues are unrelated to anything the LEP student has previously ex-
perienced or are so subtle that a LEP student must "suspend knowledge of the
'real world in order to interpret (or manipulate) the logic of communicatitm ap-
propriately (context-reduced)" (Cummins 1982).

In the "crying boy" lesson presented earlier, the ways in which two of the LEP
students participated in the lesson provide insights into their familiarity with the
instructinnal context. During the lesson, the girl sat and looked at the teacher
most of the time. She raised her hand to provide a descriptive word only once.
and this was after quietly checking her response with the teacher aide to be cer-
tain it was appropriate. Since she spoke Spanish as it is spoken in Mexico, while
others in the class were from Puerto Rico, the word provided was unfamiliar to
the others. Hence, even though the instructionyAuation seemed to be familiar
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to this student and therefore at the lower end of the continuum of eontext com-
plexity, differences in hel Spanish vocabulary increased the complexity of the.
situatkm. Even though her responses were appropriate in terms of her Spanish
comprehension, they induced reactions in the other students that soggested to
her that she was in error. To avoid such reactions, therefore, she learned to
check with the teacher aide before volunteering before the class.

Another student, a boy, appeared to be familiar with the instructkmal context
and therefore seemed to be at ease during the lesson. He raised his hand each
tinw the teacher asked for a new word or phrase. In addition, he quietly made a
side comment to the teacher while she was standing near him, and she asked him
to repeat it for the entire class. When he did, she told the others that he had said,
"The boy is sad," and wrote the sentence on the chalkboard. He also called out
answers to help students who were having difficulty providing their responses in
conwlete sentences. When he had convieted writing his sentences on his work
paper, he called out, "Finished" in order to draw the teacher's attention. She
came to him, looked over his paper, and nodded her approval. For this student,
tlw instructional context was familiar and, therefore, at the lower end of the con-
text continuum.

As LEP students interact with contexts, they also engage in communkative
tasks or activities. In addition to being more or less demanding depending on the
students familiarity with the context, the amount and complexity of new infor-
mation that must be processed simultaneously in order to understandlhe context
and respond appropriately add to the communicative complexity of class tasks.
As one might expect, the lower end of Cummins' continuum of cognitive com-
plexity represents contexts that require relatively little cognitive processing, Few
cues and little new information must be noted and responded to. As LEP students
move toward mom cognitively demanding contexts, however, they must sort out
new pieces of information, test theories about how to communicate best in such a
situation, construct hypotheses about what might happen if a particular strategy
is tried, and so forth.

Cummins points out that a LEP student who truly understands no English and is
not familiar with the rules of social or classroom discourse must consistently
operate in situations that are both cognitively demanding and contextually com-
plex. To illustrate the communicative complexity confronting a LEP student in
accomplishing class tasks, consider the example of a reading lesson in a fifth
grade class from an SWF case study (Guthrie 1981). Students included LEP
students whose Li was a Chinese language. During the lesson, students were to
work at four learning stations. The first involved completion of exercises in a
reading workbook. The second involved a worksheet illustrating various signs
such as stop signs, students were to write in English what each sign meant. The
third involved using a telephone directory to locate numbers for various in-
dividuals whose names were listed on a worksheet, and to locate and write the
names and numbers of two to three firms that sold various products. Thus,
students were required to use both the yellow-paged sections of the
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telephone directory. The lis?-th station was a reading group session with the
teacher.

One of the LEP students, a girl, appeared not to respond appropriately to the
canmunicative demands of the lesson. For instance, although she watched atten-
lively Bs the teacher explained the work in each center, she responded to no
questions until the teacher asked her a question in Cantonese. Even though the
gtri was named the leader for the group in which she was placed, which meant
she was to help other students who needed it, she did not interact with other
students. Rather, she sat quietly at each station and did her work. In the reading
session with the teacher, the girl did respond to several questions addressed to
her in English. When she was asked to read she did so, but in a voice that was
almost inaudible, which caused other students to comment that they could not
hear her.

Whether or not this student understood all the communicative demands to
which she WaS expected to respond was not dear. If she understood them, she
apparently opted not to respond. When asked about the lesson, she only spoke
about the reading session with the teacher.

in contrast, a boy who was more skilled in English participated actively in this
lesson. He volunteered answers before being called upon, completed
assignments at the work stations quickly, then got a hook and sat down to read.
He conversed with other students who had completed their assignments and
were also reading books. He was sanctioned by the teacher only once for respon-
ding before being called upon, although he did this innumerable times. He received
another teacher sanction when she asked if students who were reading books were
helping each other or just talking.

When asked about the lesson afterward, this student appeared to be familiar
with the procedures and processes and appeared to understand the subtleties of
the communicative demands present in each of the situations in which he was
observed. This included insights into ways to circumvent regular classroom rules
regarding participation in group discussions and interactions with other students.
Fin this boy, the context and cognitive cues seemed to be less complex than for
the girl described earlier. His knowledge of the language of instruction may have
contributed to his capability to respond appropriately. He also may have been
more familiar with the rules of etas: room discourse in general.

The preceding discussion illustrates the complexity of the demands of
dasuoom learning. To participate competently, students are required to respond
to a variety of demands inherent in the class tasks they are assignedresponse
mode demands, interactional mode demands, task complexity demandsall of
which are at work concurrently and interactively during instruction. In addition,
LEP students must respond appropriately to communicative complexity demands
embedded in instruction in order to be perceived by their teachers to be functional-
ly proficient.

23



Chapter 3

Developing Student
Functional Proficiency
The real test of whether students require special services of any

sort with regard to schooling is to know if, given all the instructional demands
&scribed in the previous chapter, they can successfully complete class tasks. In
Ow case of students of limited English proficiency, student functional proficiency
is demonstrated when they participate competently in a classroom when instruc-
tain is primarily in English. Such competent participation requires accomplishing
class tasks with reasonable accuracy while concurrently observing and respon-
ding appropriately hi the four kinds of demands inherent in them: respimse
mode. interactional mode, task complexity, and communicative complexity.

The purpose of this chapter is to specify a conceptual framework for student
!mallow! proficiency (SEP) as it was developed in the SEW study. Various facets
01 the SFI' framework are explained and illustrated, building upon information
Irom the study. Also corisidered are the ways in which In' students participate in
(Liss tasks and whether the various forms of participation aid or abet a student's
functional proficiency.

In practice, teachers rely upon some measure of functional proficiency as they
make daily decisions about student performance. This principle was illustrated by
teachers in the SHIF study. When asked how they knew students were ready to
exit from their bilingual instructional programs, they provided descriptive ex-
amples of competent student performance on class tasks when instruction was
&livered primarily in English.

for exairpie, the leacher of a first grade SHIF class with a large number of LEP
Navajo students explained, 1 don't have a special instrument to tell me they (the
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students) have succeeded. Mostly it is through their verbal responses and [my)
observations while they are working. . . .Each individual has a folder. After
school (each day), I go through all the folders and make sure who did and didn't
do what (workr (Goodman et al. 198)), A teacher in a class with a large number
of I.FP Chinese students stated, "It is from working with the students that I know
(they are making progress). . . .When I really know is judging from the look on a
(student's) face, land) an attitude toward school. . .When the finished product
demonstrates that they understood (the information required) and how to work"
(Guthrie 1981).

Further, practitioners who participated in the Utility Meetings conducted in
Part II of the study stated that they seldom trusted test results as the sole
evidence that students were ready to exit hoot bilingual instructional programs.
Instead, they relied on their own observation and evaluation of the competence
of students' classroom performance (Tikunoll I983b). Thus, it is not surprising
that, while many districts use some formal assessment instrument to determine
LEP students' oral English language proficiency (in 90 percent of those districts
surveyed in a recent study), reliance upon teacher judgment is still the overwhelm-
ing criterion for deciding when a student is ready to exit to a monolingual English
classroom (85 percent used teacher opinion or reconunendation) (C,ardoza 1984).
Mace-Matluck (1982) concurred, stating. -Teacher evaluation of the student's
'readiness' to perform in an all-Engl'sh curriculum is gaining ground as a prime
consideration in termination of special language services."

This principlestudent functional proficiencyis at wotk whenever teachers
recommend that a LEP student is prepared to receive instruction primarily in
English. However, like many practitioner-based procedures, it exists without
benefit of a conceptual framework to inform construction of measurement
strategies that attest to its presence or absence in the classroom performance of a
student. Clearly, it is time to turn to this task.

A Framework for Student Functional Proficiency
The goals of bilingual education have been described as a "dual-edged sword."

on thr tone hand, LEP students are expected to develop English language prob.
cierwy. On the other, they are expected to do so while continuing their progress
in basic skills development.

Given the description presented in the previous chapter of the demands which
enderhe class tasks and the dimensions of instructional activity, it is apparent that
measuring only oral English language proficiency is insufficient either for assess-
ing placement of LEP students in special language servires programs or for deter-
mining when they are ready to exit from such programs. Far more is at work as
students respond to the multiplicity of demands that comprise successful class
task completion.

A IF! student who is functionally proficient in class tasks demonstrates more
than oral language proficiency. A full range of strategies is utilized to respond ap-
propriately to the demands of instruction. These strategies are inherent in three
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competencies demonstrated hy a functionally proficient LEP student: par-
ticipative competence. interactional competence, and academic competence.
They are depicted as the interactive competencies of student functional profi-
ciency in figure 2.

Participathte competence requires that a LEP student respond ap-
propriately to class task demands and to the procedural rules for accomplishing
them.

Interactional competence requires that a LEP student respond ap-
propriately both to classroom rules of discourse and social rules of discourse, in-
teracting appropriately with peers and adults while accomplishing class tasks.

Figure 2
Competencies of Student Functional Prorciency

interactional
Oinipetence

Academic competence requires that a LEP student be able to acquire
new skills, assimilate new information, and construct new concepts. In doing so,
the student must acquire academic language from each of the content areas and
work at increasingly more complex cognitive levels.

These three competencies comprise student functional proficiency. The in-
tersect of all three SFP competencies at the center ol figure 2 is intended to
convey a LEP student's ability to successfully apply all three concurrently and in-
teractively in a classroom setting, thereby (1) acquiring English language skills
and (2) accomplishing class ta.;ks accurately in order to further develop academic
skills. Lack of competencies in any one of these, no matter how skilled a student
might be in the other two, will limit the ability to successfully complete class
tasks.

I
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To understand how SFP is developed, it is important to know how competent
LEP students respond to the demands of class tasks. We turn next to a description
of this response.

A Functionally Proficient Student
To be perceived as functionally proficient, a student must be able to utilize par-

ticipafive, interactional, and academic competence to perform dive major func-
tions: (1) to decode and understand both task expectations and new information;
(2) to engage appropriately in cmpleting tasks, completing them with high ac-
curacy; and (3) to obtain accurate feedback with relation to completing tasks suc-
cessfully (Tikunoll 1984a, 1983c; Tikunoff & Viizquez-Faria 1982a). These
characteristics of a fimctionally proficient student are shown in figure 3.

Understanding Task Expectations
The first chaiacteristic of functionally proficient students is that they under-

stand tlw task expectations and the new information necessary to complete in-
structional assignments. These build from the class task demands discussed in
chapter 2. They include concepts and skins that are to be learned, knowledge of
what the intended product or outcome of class tasks should be when completed,
and information atxmt how to accomplish them.

Figure 3
Characteristics of a Functionally

Proficient Student

Fmorionally Proficient Students

I I triode. understand

riok expftlatuar (what product should look like. how to complete accurately)
New mlormatum

2 Participate productively

Maintain pwductive engagement on assigned tasks and complete them
Complete tasks with high accuracy
Know when successful in tasks
Observe norms (meet teacher's expectations)

3 ()Main kedback

Know how In obtaM accurate feedback re task completion. i e
a. whether achieving accuracy

not.
b how to achieve accuracy

This SFP characteristic was illustrated in a lesson observed in a second and
third grade SB1F classrcam which included LEP Cuban students (Rojas et al.
1981). The lesson was in social studies and focused on what to do if one were to

a., a
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get lost. During the first part of the lesson, the students read aloud a story written
in English, "Lost in the Woods." The teacher translated each sentence into
spanish after it had been read aloud In English. Next, the teacher asked two
students to dramatize a situation in which they were lost in English. The final seg-
ment of the lesson required the students to draw a map diagramming the path
they took to get home from school.

When asked what the students were supposed to do during the lesson, one girl
who was able to carry on a conversation in English replied that it was important
to know their addresses and that she made a map to show where her home was.

Another girl who had difficulty with English said the lesson was about "getting
lost," and that she had drawn a map to show "getting from my house to school."

A third student, a boy with limited English, said, "We were studying a map,"
that he "drew how to go to school ano home," and that he had learned about
"how to go home alone."

Another boy who had arrived in the United States only at the beginning of that
school year and had very limited English proficiency was less precise in his
description of the lesson. When asked what he had done, he showed the inter-
viewer a beautiful map but could not explain either in English or in Spanish what
it demonstrated. However, he did say he could find his way home from school by
using the streets in the city and by looking at the sun (a due that was in the story).
This indicated he had some notion of the lesson content as well as the product he
was supposed to produce.

The teacher contributed significantly to furthering students' understanding of
the lesson. Reading the story in English, followed by a translation into Spanish,
no doubt ensured that students with very limited English skins understood the
content of the story. The student dramatization of being lost and the group
discussion which followed illustrated key points of the lesson. The teacher also
drew a model map on the chalkboard which provided an illustration of what the
completed product was to look like. Students were allowed to talk quietly and to
help one another draw their maps. As one buy put it. "I helped another boy
because he is still in Spanish language and doesn't know lwhat to do)."

Participating Productively
Communication makes possible understanding a teacher's expectations with

regard to tasks and normative behavior, and makes available the new informa-
tion necessary to complete tasks, but it is up to the students to put all this informa-
Min into operation. When they do so correctly, then students can maintain pro-
ductive engagement on tasks, completing them with a high degree of accuracy.
This is the second characteristic of a functionally profkierst student.

Much has been written about the importance of student engagement in com-
pleting tasks: the more time spent on a task, the more chance that learning will
result. The research on time-on-task, however, has tended to focus only on
engagement. An equally important facet of task completion is the accuracy with
which a student completes tasks. Fisher et al. (1978) showed that high engage-
ment, combined with high accuracy in completing classroom instructkmal tasks,

2 S
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correlated positively with student performance on achievement tests in reading
and mathematics, at least at the elementary school level. Thus, it appears that it
is essential for students to work toward high accuracy as well as high engage-
ment when completing class tasks. In turn, it is important that teachers adjust
class tasks for individual students so that task demands are at both the ap-
propriate ability level and conceptual level in order to maintain high accuracy.

Engagement and accuracy in completing class tasks were obtained for the stu-
dent sample in the sBu. study. Two types of procedures were used. First, pro-
tocols of students behavior as they participated in completing class tasks were
developed as narrative descriptions. Second, the amount of time teachers
allocated to basic skills instruction (e.g., reading, other language arts, and
mathematics) was measured, along with what percentage of this time target LEP
students were engaged with high accuracy in completini. tasks. A measure called
Academic Learning Time (ALT) was used for this latter purpose.

Descriptions of students' participation. Descriptions of lessons
in the SBIF study illustrates how productively students participated in completing
class tasks. In a fifth grade class with many LEP Chinese students (Lum 198I), a
language arts lesson required students to work in pairs to develop creative
sentences. The tearher's goals were to develop writing skills and to develop the
skills of sharing and cooperating. The latter was a relatively new interactional de-
mand for students since this was the first time the teacher had demanded that

students work in pairs to write sentences.
One boy, whom the teacher described as not knowing English well, par-

ticipated as follows in the writing lesson:
When the teacher reviewed how the expanded sentence was supposed to be

done, the student seemed attentive. He did not volunteer when the teacher asked
the class for suggestions. He just sat and observed, although he did glance around
the room once in a while.

During the actual activity, he was supposed to be giving ideas for his partner to
write down, but he was generally quiet since his partner did not only the writing
but the creating, too. He often displayed a puzzled frown. When his partner
pointed to something on the paper, he responded in a voice inaudible to others

around him. When his partner walked away, he wrote on the paper. When his
partner returned, they talked over what he had written. Having apparently
finished, the boy sat quietly, not doing anything else, waiting for the teacher's

next directions.
When the time came for the teams to read their results, the boy hesitantly

raised his hand, but pulled it down quickly and looked down at his paper. When he

was called upon to read his team's results, he managed a shy grin and then pushed
the paper to his partner, motioning for him to do the reading aloud. His partner
pushed the paper back. Forced to do the reading aloud, he read so softly that the

teacher had to shush the claw. He reread the sentences.
Based on this description, the target student appeared to maintain his engage-

ment in the assigned task, to complete the task with high accuracy, and to know

2 9
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when he had completed the task successfully. Although his contribution to the
team effort may not have equated that of his partner, he did appear to add to the
writing. Further, he knew what had been written well enough to read the
sentences when called upon by the teacher.

When asked by the interviewer if he and his partner had written good
sentences, the boy replied that he did not know but that his partner did better
work than he did. Inasmuch as the teacher had purposely paired him with a part-
ner who had considerably better English skills, this probably was an accurate
observation. Afterward, the teacher indicated her pleasure in his being able to
read the sentences aloud in English.

Because this student was not sanctioned by the teacher for misbehavior and
responded appropriately when called upon by the teacher, he appeared to meet
the teacher's expectations with relation to all the demands of the ctask task.

Student participation in terms of ALT. Student participation was
also measured using Academic Learning Time (ALT). A student's AIN score is a
futwtion of the amount of time allocated by the teacher to a subject area, the
amount of time a student is engaged in completing tasks in this subject area, and
the proportion of this time a student achieves high accuracy in task completion.
Fisher et al. (1978) established that ALT can be observed during instruction, can
be measured repeatedly, and can be correlated positively with student achieve-
ment. Using an ALT scoring form and a stopwatch, data were obtained for four
target LEI students during each classroom observation in all 58 classes in the
study. These observations took place in each class during basic skills instruction
(reading, language arts, and mathematics) across three full school days. By com-
bining the MINTS for all target LEP students, average amounts of ALT for the 232
students in the sample can be considered (see figure 4).

The first bar in figure 4 indicates that across ail 58 SI3IF classes, teachers
alkwated an average of 128 minutes per day to basic skills instruction. If this total
amount Ji time seems low, it is important to remember that classes in the study
were predominantly from kindergarten through sixth grade, with an oversamp .
fing in the early grades. The school day for younger children tends to be shorter
than others, thus limiting the time available for instruction of any sort. Further,
only actual time spent on instruction was recorded as allocated time. Time spent
getting ready for lessons, making transitions between lessons, or handling
discipline problems was not counted. Hence, an average time of 128 minutes per
day for basic skills instruction seems reasonable.

The middle bar in figure 4 represents the average amount of time the target
LEP students actually were engaged in completing assigned class tasks during
basic skills instruction. This does not include time when students were doing
something other than what they were aw.iigned, or when their attention was
drawn away from the task at hand. All 237 target LEP students on the average
were engaged 82 percent of the time. Titus, of the 128 minutes allocated to basic
skills instruction, target students spent an average of 105 minutes participating
productively in completing assigned class tasks.
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Figure 4
ALT in Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics

for Target LEP Students, Part I of SBIF Study

time
t1214 nuontes pvi day)

Engagemein rate 142
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For all target students, observers first recorded the amount of time a student
was engaged in completing the assigned class tasks, and then recorded the por-
tion of the time that student was accurate. As indicated by the third bar in figure
4, ol the 105 minutes target LEP students were engaged in task completkm, they
were completing assigned class tasks accurately 80 percent of this time, or 84
minutes on the average. This amount of time is referred to r 3 Academic Learning
'Yinw since it represents the portion of allocated instructitnal time during which
students were productively engaged in completing class tasks in basic skills in-
struction with high accuracy.

This amount of ALT is relatively high compared to ALT achievement of
elementary school students in prior studies (Fisher et al. 1978; Fisher 1976; Stall-
ings & Kaskowitz 1974). In the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study, for example,
students in second and fifth grade monolingual-English classes achieved ALT for
less than hall the time allocated to instruction in reading and mathematics (Fisher
et al. 1978).

Both the descriptive data and the ALT data obtained for target LEP students in
the SBIF study indicate that they participated productively and accurately in
coLipleting assigned class tasks during basic skills instruction. At least part of the
reason was their ability to obtain feedback about task completion. How they ac-
complished this is discussed next.

Obtaining Feedback
The third characteristic of a functionally proficient student is the ability to ob-

tain accurate feedback relative to whether accuracy is being achieved in class

31
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task completion, or if not, how to achieve accuracy. This requires that students
know how to obtain feedtack, either from the teacher or from someone elSe In
the classroom who possesses the appropriate information. In addition, of course,
students must accomplish this within the established rules of classroom interac-
tion.

This characteristic of a functionally proficient student was explored in a series
of case studies of lessons. Following each observed lesson, target LEP students
were interviewed by observers and asked a series of questions to determine their
understanding of the class task requirements. Two of these questions focused on
how students knew if they were doing well, and where they went for help in
completing class tasks.

Examples of target LEP students' responses to these questionsare taken from a
variety of classes at varying grade levels serving LEP students of different ethno-
linguistic backgrounds (see case studies by Lum 1981; fluerta-Macias 1981; Baker
& floothroyd 1981a; and Goodman et 41. 1981).

In terms of how they knew how well they were doing, students made com-
ments such as.

Student Comment
grade I, Navajo girl I finishAl my work and did real good.

When I gave it to the teacher, I got a
happy face.

grade I. Navaio boy The teacher checks the work. H you do
it right, she will give you a happy face
II you do it wrong, she will ask you to
do it lover) again.

grade 2. Mexican Ainflican boy I did okay, but I got a Ulunsatisfactoryl
on my paper.

grade 2, Mexican American girl I did good because nobody helped ow.
I know the teacher will give me a hap.
py face on it.

grade S. Mexican Anwrican girl The teacher checks it !student work!,
the answers, and marks it.

grade 5, Mexican American boy I paid attention. The teacher will check
my workbook and mark it.

II is interesting to note that most of the comments focused on what the teacher
will do once the work is completed. Little attention, if any, was given to ways in
which students might check their own performance while engaged in task com-

Nonetheless, students seemed to be aware of times when they needed help,
and they appeared to know how to get it. The grade 1 Navajo girl stated that,
when she didn't know how to do her work, the teacher helped her, but that "it's
okay not to go to the teacher if you don't need help." The grade 2 Mexican
American boy believed that the teacher would ),)e him if he needed it. The
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grade 2 Mexican Anwrican girl said that she hardly ever asked the teacher for
help. The grade 5 Mexican American girl said that the leather would help her,
and that "it's okay for friends to help, too." In anotIkr grade 5 class, a Chinese
girl was observed going to the teacher aide for assistance, and a Chinese boy was
observed going to the teacher for help. When asked about this, he told the
observer that the teacher also would help him at recess and after school if he
needed it.

The LEP students in these case study classes appeared to know how accurately
they were completing class tasks, and how to obtain feedback and assistance
whenever necessary so that their work could be accurate.

Student Participation Patterns
The preceding discussion of the characteristics of a functionally proficient stu-

dent provides behavioral indicators that a student knows the requirements of the
demands inherent in class tasks, and is working toward accuracy in class task
completion. However, it is important for teachers to understand that different
students may exhibit these characteristics in different ways. Thal is, they may
have very different patterns of participation in class task completion.

Ward (1982), for example, identified six different patterns of student participa-
tion, apparently based on personal interactional styles. These six pat-
ternsmultitask. social, dependent, phantom, isolate, and alienatewere used in
tlw Siff study to distinguish participation characteristics across various ethno-
linguistic groups of students.

Mnititaek students generally are highly competent. They almost always
are involved in completing class tasks, frequently carrying out several tasks con-
currently. Although they seldom volunteer, they give correct responses to a
teacher's questions when called upon. Mu Ititask students seldom need a leacher's
help, but they actively seek it whenever necessary.

Social students also function proficiently during class task completion, but
they mix brief periods of concentration on completing class tasks with conversa-
tion. They like to work with others, and enjoy acting as peer tutors. Social
students volunteer answers during recitation, and sometimes appear to be more
Mterested in answering than in giving correct answers. Although they frequently
draw sanctions for talking out-otturn, they accomplish class tasks with relatively
high accuracy. Whenever they need help or clarification, they also actively seek
assistance from the teacher.

Dependent students require immediate and frequent monitoring and feed-
back. They experience difficulty in remembering directions, and need to have se-
quential steps for accomplishing tasks repeated. Dependent students tend to be
inattentive in large groups, and stay on task more frequently when working in
small groups under adult supervision. Some dependent students will not stay
engaged in task completion unless given frequent reinforcement and approval.

These students function proficiently only when the teacher or another adult (or
sometimes a peer tutor) is readily available to tell them whether they are achiev-
ing accuracy in class task completion and, if not, how to modify what they are do-
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Tining to achieve it. For these students to exht the characteristics of a functionally

proficient student requires clear instructions and constant monitoring of their
work. Limited proficiency in the language of instruction increases the

dependenre of these students.
Phantom students prefer to work alone, and almost never initiate conversa-

tion or ask for assistance. They prefer not to volunteer, but will respond when
called upon to do so. Because they work quietly and create no problems for

others, teachers seldom initiate interactions with them. However, they tend to
function proficiently, completing class tasks accurately. They are particularly suc-
cessful on independent tasks, such as completing worksheets and other in-

dividualized tasks.
Isolate students, iike phantoms, seldom interact with others. However, their

withdrawal from classroom interactions (instructional and otherwise) tends to

make them less proficient in completing class tasks. They intersperse sporadic

engagement in assigned class tasks with quiet play or gazing about the
classroom. They isolate themselves from others, often turning their bodies or
chairs away from, rather than toward, the instructional situation. Other students

and adults tend to isolate them as well, refusing in associate with them. Isolate
students are reluctant to show their work to others or to allow others to react to
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it.
Alienate students are antisocial, and verbally or physically act out their

anger against school, adult authority, and their peers. Teachers identify them as
discipline problems because they tend to keep others around them from working
productively on class tasks. They do not remain engaged on tasksunless they are

closely supervised. Their behavior often stems from problems outside the
classroom over which the school has little control.

These six student participation patterns were used in the SBW descriptive study

to distinguish participation characteristics across various ethnolinguistic groups

of students. Tikunof I and Vizquez-Faria (I 982a) revealed how they varied across

the SBIF study student sample. Three participation patterns were ethno-

linguistically relevant.
Hispanic students tended to work more productively when they were allowed

to work together, either in pairs or in small groups. They appeared to be social in

their participation, talking among themselves as they worked at task completion.

On the other hand. Navajo children more frequently worked quietly, ac-
complishing class tasks alone, seldom initiating interaction with the teacher or
with one another. Chinese-speaking LEP students had high engagement on class

tasks, and when tasks were completed, they waited quietly and patiently until the

teacher told them what to do next.
Teachers apparently understood these cultural variations and made use of

them in structuring class tasks. This was one of the ways they mediated instruc-

tion. As a result, students became more functionally proficient in accurately com-

pleting assigned class tasks.
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Figure 5
Target LEP Student Participation Patterns

Across Time, Part I of SBIF Study

Tone H

Participation Patterns

it IH IV V VI TBE

A

Type I = Multnask. Type H Social, Type HI Itependent. 'type IV = Phantom. Type V =Isolate. Type VI Alienate; THE = TO he explored (for those students who did not fit one of thesix participation patterns. note that all students svere appropriately assigned to a pattern at TimeHI

Flow student participation changed over time in the SWF classes is illustrated in
figure 5. Data consisted of (I) teacher ratings of students participation patternsbefore the study began, and after it was concluded; and (2) narrative descriptions
id student behavior (protocols) developed by trained observers. The dotted line
represents the percentage of students for the entire sample assigned to each ofthe six participation patterns at Time A (January-April, 1985), and the solid line
represents the same data for Time B (May-June 1981). As can be seen, the
number of multitask, social, and phantom patterns increased, and the number of
dependent, isolate, and alienate patterns decreased. As is apparent in figure 5,
changes in student participation patterns were of a positive nature.

The largest proportion of students initially identified as possessing less compe-
tent participation patterns were students who had recently arrived from coun-
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vies outside the United States or from Puerto Rico. At first, recently arrived
students frequently participated in nonproductive ways, possibly out of sheer
frustration from having to handle so much new information. However, teachers
were able to help them cope with instructional demands which might differ from
those they had previously experienced. Perhaps as a result of their teachers ef-
forts, within a few months many of these students moved from highly dependent
participation patterns to more social and multitask patterns, and from isolate or
alienate patterns to dependent or social patterns.

Several other general observations about the six participation patterns are rele-
vant. First, of the six patterns, three are important in terms of student functional
proficiency in completing class tasks accurately, and whether or not students
learn new skills.

Roth isolate and alienate students, obviously, du not learn,Of at best, learii only
sporadically. In addition, alienate students frequently are the source of disruption
in the classroom. Sufficient numbers of either kind of student in a class will cause
the pace of instruction to slow down because teachers have to handle their
disruptive beha% ior. When there are large numbers of these students in a class,
the engagement and accuracy rates of other students may suffer because the
teacher's efforts are directed away from instruction.

Dependent students present the teacher with another sort of problem. Depen-
dent students will learn if they are provided frequent clarification, monitoring,
and feedback concerning task completion. Otherwise, their lack of ability to se-
quence information at a complex level causes them to get off task easily. In fact,
they frequently stop working and wait for someone to help them. If this happens,
their accuracy rate diminishes as well. Effective teachers quickly identify these
students, and create "check-in" systems with them as instruction proceeds.

Because of the frequent attention they may require, large numbers of depen-
dent students in a single class may slow the pace of instruetion for the remainder
of the class. Some effective teachers learn to deal with this by assigning
"buddies," or peer tutors, to dependent participants. They usually select a student
who can provide accurate feedback and information with respect to class task
completion and accuracy. Frequently, social students make good peer tutors.

Thus, it is apparent that students who exhibit multitask, social, and phantom
participation patterns typically function proficiently in classrooms. However, too
many students who exhibit dependent, alienate, or isolate participation patterns
m a single class can pose tremendous challenges for a teacher. At the secondary
school level, this is exacerbated primarily because of the tracking that begins to
take place. Students who take sublects such as algebra, foreign languages, and
advanced sciences are likely to be functionally proficient students. Dependent,
isolate, and alienate participants are unlikely to take these classes. Thus, two con-
ditions tend to prevail. Multitask, social, and more proficient phantom students
end up together in classes throughout the school day; and conversely, depen-
dent, isolate, alienate, and less proficient phantom students tend to spend the day
together in their classes.
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A student who demonstrates competent participation in completing class tasks
with high accuracy is said to be functionally proficient. Three competencies com-
prise student functional proficiency (SW) as discussed here: participative com-
petence, interachonal competence, and academic competence. SW is particular-
ly important with relation to LEP students because it provides an observable
means for determining students success in accurate class task completion. When
students are functionally proficient, they exhibit productive participation
characteristics. They understand class task don:ands and respond appropriately
to them and know how to get appropriate information in order to cemplete class
tasks. Thus, they are achieving both goals of bilingual education: developing
English language proficiency while progressing in academic skills development,
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Chapter 4

Mediation of Effective
Bilingual Instruction
The 58 teaclwrs who provided the sample for Part f of the SWF

study were nominated as among the more successful instructors at their respec-
tive sites. Before the study commenced, instruction in their classes was observed
to ensure that some of the tinw they were instructing in lxith English and the LEP
students native language (1.1). That they achieved the results reported here at-
tests to their skill and effectiveness.

As we have seen tlw demands of schooling require that a LEP student be able
to respond appropriately to the class task demands when instruction is primarily
M English. Teachers in the SB1F study contributed to developing student func-
tional proficiency (SFr) in their LEP students in three major ways: (1) by pro-
viding effective instruction in the use of active teaching behaviors; (2) by
mediating effective instrudion to acconmiodate the learning, participation, and
ethuolinguistic characteristics of their students; and (3) by designing and deliver-
ing instruction that was consonant with their intent in order to pnxluce desired
student consequences. These three major teacher acts delineate the five signifi-
cant bilingual instructiimal features identified in the study. They also serve to
contrast effective bihngual instruction with effective instruction in general.

Active Teaching Behaviors
ibviously. a student who exhibits the characteristics of a functionally profi-

t lent student will do well Good and Grouws (1979) have sliiiwn that what they
called "active teaching behavinrs- facilitate (level( ipment of student functional
proficiency. 3 S
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Figure 6
Relationships of Characteristics of a

Functionally Proficient Student
with Active Teaching
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Figure 6 illustrates the relationship of the characteristics of a functionally profi-

cient student with what an effective teacher dues to foster this behavior. For ex-
ample, if students are expected to decode and understand what is going on, then
teachers must communicate clearly. This means the teacher must give accurate
directions, specify class tasks clearly, and present new information in a clear,
orderly manner. In addition, effective teachers actively work at engaging
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students in class task compktion, communicate their expecfahons that students
can complete them successfully, and inform students how to know when they
have completed class tasks successfully. During instruction, they monitor
students work and provide immediate feedback with relation to task completion.
Feedback focuses on letting students know if they are achieving accuracy in task
rnmplelkm, or if not, how to achieve accuracy in completing tasks.

The immediacy of providing feedback about task completion during instruction
cannot be too strongly emphasized. Effective teachers intuit which students need
active monitoring and which require immediate feedback, and they make certain
that these students are constant recipients of their attention. As : sled in chapter
3, some students need this feedback more than others. With effective feedback,
these students have a better chance of mastering the lesson content. Without it
they are often doomed to failure in academic tasks.

Mediation of Effective Bilingual Instruction
Mediation of instruction is particularly important to obtaining student func-

tional proficiency (SFP). Filective teachers accomplish this by differentiating in-
strudion to accommodate the varying needs and learning characteristics of their
students. Both their own instructional behavior and the structure of class tasks
are altered in order to accommodate students' particular learning characteristics
and needs, personal or cultural characteristics, and linguistic characteristics.

The SBIF study showed how this is accomplished in effective bilingual instruc-
tional settings (see figure 7). Because their students had as their native language
(Li), a language other than English (1.2), the 5M teachers in the SBW sample effec-
tively mediated instruction, by using two languages, hy integrating English
language development with basic skills instrudion, and by using information
from the students* home cultures.

Ustug Two Language.
The language of classroom instruction is a special language. As was noted in

chapters 2 and 3, for students this requires understanding not only new concepts
and new information, but knowing the rituals of classroom life and how to par-
ticipate appropriately in completing class tasks. As we have seen, student lune-
burial proficiency requires decoding and understarkiing task demands and expec-
tations and obtaining feedback regarding accuracy in task completion and how
to achieve it. When the primary mode for instruction is English, LEP students are
at a decided disadvantage. In a sense, they are denied access to instruction unless
some provision is made to ensure that they understand what is required for suc-
cessful class task completion.

One way that teachers in the SBIF study mediated effective instruction in order
10 ensure that LEP students had access to instruction was by using Li some of the
lune for some of the content for some of the students. Although it varied across
Wes, across grade levels, and with relation to the lesson focus, English was used
10l instruction approximately 60 percent of the time, and LI (n a combination of
1.1 and I.2) approximately 35 percent. In addition, teachers alternated languages
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Figure 7
Mediation of Effective Instruction to Produce
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relatively frequently when the situational context required it in order for LEP
students to achieve understanding, usually for instructional development (50 per-
cent of the time) and procedures/directions (about 33 percent of the time). Thus,
when it was apparent that a LEP student (or a group of them) was not understand-
ing instruction in English, teachers changed to Li to achieve clarity.

Two examples from the SBIF case studies illustrate the use of Li to meniate ef-
fective instruction. In a first- and second-grade class with large numbers of Puerto
Rican students, the teacher was introducing the concept of long division (Vdlegas
& Romero 1981). She gave each student a pile of plastic chips. Then she in-
structed them to take 18 chips and form three sets of chips. They were asked to
place these into sections of an egg carton. rhe teacher asked, "How many chips
do you have in each set?" The lesson was ..onducted predominately in English.
When a LEP student, a girl, appeared to be having difficulty with the task, the
teacher first used English to prompt her. When she still was not responding ap-
propriately, the teacher wrote the numbers 21 and 7 on the chalkboard. In
Spanish she asked, "How many would you place into each set if you had these
numbers to work with?" The girl responded in Spanish, "Seven," and immediate-
ly began sorting the I. chips into three piles.

In a third, fourth, and fifth grade class, the teacher was teaching a social studies
lesson to the third grade students (Raker & Boothroyd 1981b). They were work-
ing with a large map of the United States placed on the wall. As the teacher handed
a cutout of a state to a student, the student was to name the state and place it
in the appropriate place on the map. The other students were directed to write
the name of the state in the appropriate place on duplicated maps (worksheets) at
their desks. The lesson moved quickly, with much participation by the students.
Most questions and responses were in English. When one LEP student, a boy of
very limited English proficiency, was called upon, the teacher gave directions
first in English and then repeated them in Spanish The student carried out the
task successfully, pronouncing "Delaware" and placing it on the large map.

integrating English Language Development with
Bask Skills instruction

Instructional language is used to specify, describe, and communicate class tasks
to be accomplished, what the product is to look like, how to achieve the product,
and so forth. Students learn the language of instruction while engaged in com-
pleting class tasks while using that language. Thus, if one intend+ xi outcome of
bilingual instruction is to develop LEP students' English language proficiency so
that they ultimately can function competently in monolingual-English instruc-
tional settings, then proficiency is best developed with relation tc. learning the
language of instruction while learning to participate competently in completing
class tasks.

Such an approach to developing English language acquisition was utilized by
the teachers in the SBIF study. Regardless of formal instruction in English
language skill development, like English as a second language (ESL) instruction
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(either in the regular class or on a pull-out basis), these teachers also integrated
English language development with regular basic skills instruction. Eur example,
following instructional events in which teachers were observed to rater:late be-
tween English and L1 to achieve understanding of a concept, they often inter-
rupted instruction in order to drill briefly on use of the new English terminology
for new information related to the content they were covering and new concepts
that were being taught. Later, they practiced this English terminology again, ap-
parently to reinforce English language development.

For example, in a prelesson teacher interview, a teacher of LEP Navajo
students talked about the attention she planned to give to language development
((oodman et al. 1981).

ni do it fvocabulary we are going lo asei ni tell them in English. well name it leach
word Or concept! two or three times and we'll go over the meaning. . . III tell them
in Navaio. -This is what it means." That's the only way we can do it. Ifs hard Ito
build] new vocalmlary. We repeat words over and over again.

Uoing Li Cultural Information
Teachers also made use of their understanding of LEP students' home cultures

to promote engagement in instructional activity. This was the third important
way in which effective instruction was medi :ed. Teachers' use of cultural infor-
mation took linguistic as well as nonverbal forms. They (1) responded to or used
LI cultural referents to enhance instruction, (2) organized instructional activities
to build upon ways in which LEP students naturally participate in discourse in
their own home cultures, and (3) recognized and honored the values and norms
of LEP students' home cultures while teaching those of the majority culture.

vultsaral referents. Frequently during instruction, the Still: teachers
used information from the LEP students home cultures to mediate effective in-
struction. These cultural referents took both verbal and nonverbal forms to COUP
municate task and institutional demands. Teachers both initiated such behavior
and responded to it when it was initiated by a student. For example:

Following a severe reprimand during which a teacher described her behavior as
"grasping the boy's arm." the tea0er said, gently, "Now, miiito, you know better
than that." When asked to explain the possible meaning of this action on her part,
the teacher stated that this term of endearment took the sting out of the sanction,
thereby saving face for the boy in front of his peers.

This example was in a class in which the LEP students' native language was
Spanish. The term, mijito, is derived from hijo (son) with the diminutive, added.

The result, mijito, roughly translates into little son. Am.-3g Hispanics, ihe
term conveys fondness and belongingness, and teachers at the Hispanic sites fre-
quently were observed to assume a maternal authority role in their classes,
speaking to their students as they would to their own children. This was par-
ticularly true in the classrooms of younger students, who responded positively.
Similar examples of the use of Li cultural referents were observed in the study
for other ethnolinguistic groups.
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Discourse rules from the Liculture. In their homes, children learn
the rules of discourse naturally. This allows them to participate socially with
other members of the family. It is by virtue of this constant interaction with
others in their environment, of course, that children learn. The rules of discourse
in minority culture families may not be similar to the rules of discourse in school.
When this is the case, researchers have found that if the school environment ac-
commodates the rules of discourse from the L1 culture, learning is more likely to
Occur naturally (Philips 1972; Mehan 1979).

Given that instruction in U.S. schools is in English, it naturally follows that the
rules of classroom discourse reflect those of the majority culture, communicated
in the instructional task demands which underlie class tasks. I3ecause they fre-
quently differ from LEP students' cultural rules of discourse, this factor, coupled
with insufficient skills in using English, can deter LEP students from participating
competently in instruction until they understand and master the class rules of
discourse.

Teachers in the SBIF study mediated class rules of discourse for LEP students
by observing and integrating the rules of discourse from the LI culture into the
way in which instruction was organized and how LEP students were encouraged
to participate in class tasks. For example, in Hispanic cultures older children are
assigned the responsibility of caring for their younger siblings. This fosters
cooperation as a mode for accomplishing home tasks. In classes where Spanish
was Li, teachers utilized this information hy frequently structuring demands into
their instruction to which appropriate responses required working cooperatively
with other students. Students were allowed to talk with each other as they worked,
and to help each other with task completion.

Another example of this mediational strategy is drawn frnm the Navajo classes.
Navajo teachers were careful when assigning students to reading groups. Follow-
ing Navajo cultural norms, boys and girls from the same tribal clan were not
assigned to the same reading groups.

In Chinese-language bilingual classes, teachers knew that students would com-
plete tasks and await further instructions from them, rather than proceed
automatically to other seat work. Thus, they built into their instruetitni ways to
acconimodate this culturally specific student participation characteristic white en-
muraging students to proceed on their own.

Teachers also planned class tasks that helped students acquire the rules of
divourse that prevail in the majority culture. For instance, a fifth grade teacher
ola class which was comprised of LEP Chinese-speaking students indicated that
she used plays and role-playing situations that required students to act on their
nwn rather than wait to be told what to do by an adult. In this way, she believed,
bet students were learning the task demands inherent in the discourse rules oflhe majority culture.

%lane, and norms of the Li culture. Teachers in the SBIF study
were concerned that LEP students understand and learn to observe the values
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and norms required to participate competently in monolingual English instruc-
tional settings. At the same time, however, they also were concerned that LEP
students did not perceive that, when the values and norms of the majority culture
were in conflict with those of their own culture, a priority of "rightness- might
result by inference.

This concern is depicted in the following event from a class in which Li was
Cantonese. The teacher used a value from the Li culture, embarrassment from
losing face, as a cultural referent to shape students' behavior as they prepare for
a public performance.

In preparing her class for a public performance before their parents, a teacher
told her class that they must make a positive presentation of their behavior. "If
parents see you laugh on stage, you will lose face.- she admonished. -That's
disastrous!" When students continued to act up, she added, -If you're laughed at,
(then) I'll lose facer

In these three ways, teachers in the SB1F study mediated effective instruction
by utilizing information from the 1,1 culture. Teachers frequently refer to media-
tion as dillerennuting instniction for various students, suggesting that some
students require varying instructional strategies if they are to learn. When effec-
tive teachers Igave entire classes of students with varying learning characteristics
or large portions of them as was the case in the SBIF study, they utilize a variety
of strategies and personal resources in order to mediate instruction. In this case,
because teachers possessed a second language as well as some knowledge of LEP
students' native cultures, they were able to utilize this resource base in order to
mediate instruction, and this furthered their students' ability to respond suc-
cessfully to class task demands.

Instructional Congruence
Prior research on instruction has focused ( I) on the identificathm of teaching

and learning behaviors which occur during instruction and (2) on attempts to link
these to instructional outcomes for students. This research informed the observa-
tional strategies used for data collection in the SB1F study. In addition to observa-
tions, however, considerable data were collected in which teachers were inter-
viewed to determine their underlying philosophies and theories about instruction
for LEP students, the goals of the lessons to be taught, and the demands they
would structure into class tasks.

In these interviews, teachers in the study clearly specified class task demands
and intended outcomes. They specified what students had to do to accomplish
these accurately, and how they had to participate in order to be perceived as be-
ing functionally proficient. In addition, they exhibited a sense of teacher efficacy,
frequently staling a belief in the ability of LEP students to learn and in their own
ability to teach them.

Intent of instruction and a high degree of teacher efficacy became important
when these were put to the ultimate test in the nine case studies of basic skills in-
struction from which lessons have been described in previous chapters. For each,
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:eachers were interviewed first to establish clarity of intent of instruction. Then,they were observed during actual instruction of the lesson, with one observer col-kicting data for the leacher and two for the four target LEP students. Followingthe lesson, teachers were interviewed to learn if instructional expectations hadbeen fulfilled or if any event caused instruction to be adjusted, and if so, how.Students were interviewed to determine if they understood what they were sup-posed to do during instruction, if they thought they had accomplished assignedtasks accurately, how they knew when they were accurate, and how theyobtained lealliack with respect to completing tasks successfully.
An analysis of data across the case studies revealeda clear linkage between (I)the teachers' ability to specify clearly the intent of instruction, and a belief thatstudents could achieve accuracy in class tasks; (2) the organization and &liveryof instruction such that instructional demands reflected this intent, requiring in-tended student resixmses; and (3) the fidelity of student performance with intendedoutcomes. In other words, teachers were able to describe clearly what instruc-tion would entail, to operationalize these specifications, and to produce the(iesired results in terms of student performance. This is depicted in figure 8.The importance of the consonance among the intent of instruction, how in-struction is organized and delivered, and the student consequences wasermonstrated in many of the examples provided in earlier chapters. This is il-krstrated in Ow following excerpts taken from the case study of a second-gradeclass which included LEP Spanish-speaking students (Villegas & Romero 1981).Prior to the lemon, the teacher stated that she intended to reinforce how themath concepts of division and multiplication are interrelated. She noted that themain goal of the lesson was to work on the concepts of division. She indicatedthat the students would use manipulative materials (plastic chips) to build setsbasee, tm the division problems they would be given.

Figure 8
Consonance among Clarity of Intent,

Organization and Delivery of Instruction, andStudent Outcomes in Effective
Bilingual Instruction
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The teacher proceeded as planned. She guided students through a review of ad-

dition and subtraction as inverse operations, reviewed sets containing different

quantities, made larger sets based on multiplication, and then introduced division

of the large sets. Students then proceeded to carry out the assigned class task.

After the lesson, she stated in her interview that she thought she had achieved

the desired results. She pointed out that students had remembered the multiplica-

tion concepts better that she had expected. and that she introduced the division
of more sets than she had originally intended because the students were doing so

well with the concept. She noted in addition that none of the students had said, 1

don't understand," wt :h she indicated students would do in her class whenever

they were confused.
Observations of the students' participation in the lesson confirmed-that they

were accomplishing class tasks with high accuracy. In this case, they were re-
quired to divide a larger number of plastic chips into sets containing smaller

numbers of them. When the teacher moved to writing numerals on the
chalkboard, rather than building sets with chips, the students responded ac-

curately, calling out numbers.
In postler,m interviews, students' responses further demonstrated the con-

sonance among instructional intent, organization and delivery of instruction, and
student consequences. One girl said, "We started with a review of times tables,

and then made small sets from big ones." She checked what she did by counting

"to be sure the small ones 1setsi had the right number of chips in them and that

they were all the same 1chips were evenly distributed across sets]."

Another student, a boy, said he "could do it with bigger numbers than the
teacher used, like 198 made into 6 smaller sets." He explained. "It's easy
Ibecausel if 4 times 4 equals 16." then whenever the teacher asked him to make
16 into smaller sets. "Then each one will have 4 in it." He reported that the
teacher had given hhn a "harder paper" to work on after the lesson "because I

know how to do it."
Bilingual teachers observed in the SB1F study were nominated as being among

the most successful at their respective sites. By watching them teach, we were
able to identify how they compared with what is generally known about effective

instruction, and what it was they that was specific to good bilingual instruc-

tion. The significant bilingual instructional features identified provide insights in-

to how effective bilingual teachers help their LEP students accomplish the two

goals of bilingual instructionacquisition of English languageproficiency and ac-

quisition ol academic skills proficiency.
Two of these features are found in classrooms of all effective teachers: active

teaching behaviors and the consonance of instructional intent with the organiza-
tion/delivery of instruction and with student outcomes. Both are as necessary in
bilingual instructional settings as in monolingual English instructional settings

since they are tied to productive performance of students on basic skills tasks.

And in addition, the three mediation of bilingual instructional strategies described

7 in this chapter provided the SBIF teachers with ways to effectively differen-
. I es 4 I rio
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Fifective teachers understand well the principles of differentiated instruction.
Effective bilingual teachers in the SIIIF studyregardless of the bilingual educa-
tion program type and ethnolinguistic characteristics of their studentsused the
three differentiated instructional strategies described above to mediate effective
instruction in ways that build student functional proficiency in UP and other
students,



Chapter 5

The SBIF Study In
Perspectives Implications
and Issues for Bilingual
Instruction
The ultimate test of utility for any piece of research is to determine

its findings are useful for the intended research consumer. hi the case of the
SBW descriptive study, the primary research consumer was the classroom
teacher, but other intended consumers of the findings included out-of-classroom
schooling personnel, teacher educators, researchers, and policymakers.

When the bilingual teacher is the intended consumer of research findings, two
issues are at stake. First, if they are to be promoted as being significant for in-
struction, the findings must be valid. That is, they must be verified as operating in
ihe "real workr of bilingual instruction, and not merely be characteristic ofa par-
ticular classroom under study. Second, findings must be perceived by bilingual
teachers as being useful for instructional practice, or they will never be placed in-
k) operation.

The previous chapters have provided information and examples from the
iludy to demonstrate the validity of the findings and to illustrate the application
01 the significant bilingual instructional features and related findings to effective
instruction for LEP students. Building from this knowledge, the purpose of this
chaPler ki to focus on the implications of the SBIF features and other study findings.
Recurring questions practitioners have asked about appropriate instruction of LEP
oudents and some enduring issues in bilingual instruction are presented.
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The basis for the information presented builds upon one of the verificatkm ac-
tivities in Part II of the study, the Utility Meetings. Additkmal informatkm is pro-
vided from meetings and conferences that have been conducted over the past
two years in which practitioners had opportunities to react to and discuss the
study findings.

Bow is the SWF study different from other bilingual education research?

Another way of asking this question is, "Why should I trust these findings over
those from other studies?" The answer lies in whether one is interested in putting
Mto practice strategies which have been shown to be effective in terms of
positive consequences for 1.EP students, as is the case with the SWF findings.

One major way in which the SOW study differed from other studies is the
nature of the teacher sample. At each of the six national sites for Part f of the
study, teachers were nominated who were considered to be among the most suc-
cessful bilingual instructors in their school districts. Part I data analysis supported
this assumption. As a group, the teachers were found to be very effective compar-
ing favorably with what is generally known about effective basic skills instructkin.

Fof example, one student outcome measure which contributed to establishing
teachers' effectiveness was Academic Learning Time (ALT). To reiterate from the
chapter 3 discussion, an ALT score takes into consideration the amount of time
allocated by a teacher for a subject area, the amount of time a student is engaged
in completing tasks in this suliject area, and the proportion of this time a student
achieves a high measure of accuracy in class task completion. Fisher et al. (1978)
established that ALT can be observed during instruction, can be measured
repeatedly, and correlates positively with student achievement on academic tests
of bask. skills (e.g. reading and mathematics).

hi the SOW study, on the average, teachers assigned 128 minutes per day to
basic skills instruction. Of this, students averaged 108 minutes in class task com-
pletion, 84 minutes of which they were completing with high accuracy. Thus,
they achieved on the average 84 minutes of academic learning time.

This amount of ALT was relatively high compared with the ALT achieved by
elementary sdurol students in prior studies (Fisher el al. 1978; Fisher 1976; Stal-
lings & Kaskowitz 1974). In the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES), for
example, students achieved an average ALT score of only 52 percent (Fisher et
al. 1978). In other words, these students were engaged in completing class tasks
with high accuracy for only 52 percent of the time their leachers actually spent
on instruction.

A second way in which SWF teachers established their effectiveness is in use of
(Wive teaching behaviors, Good & Grouws (1979) established that elementary
teachers of mathematics whose students achieved high performance used what
they termed active teaching. In comparison, leachers whose students achieved
less satisfactory performance were not observed to use these behaviors. As
discussed in chapter 4, active teaching behaviors are similar to those identified
for effective teachers in other research on effective basic skills instruction (see
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Rosenshine 1979; Anderson, Evertson & Brophy 1979; Tikunoff, Berliner & Rist
1975). Teachers in the SBIF study were rated high in use of active teaching
behaviors.

Thus, when compared with what we know about effective instruction general-
ly, the SB1F study teachersinitially nominated to be among the most successful
at their respective sitesestablished that they were, indeed, effective teachers. It
follows, then, that if one wants 10 identify significaid features of bilingual instruc-
tion, studying the teaching of teachers who are identified as being effective will
provide useful information regarding effective instruction of LIT students. Only
then can we be assured that we are studying bilingual instructional features
which will result in iiwreased performance of LEP students in basic skills attain-
ment, one of the two goals of bilingual education.

lhe five SBIF significant instructional features were identified and described in
Port I of the study, What occurred in Part IP

Following the identification of significant bilingual instructional features in Part
1 of the study, we were concerned whether the features would meet the tests of
validity and utility. That is, we wanted to be sure that they appeared in other ef-
fective bilingual classes and could be used by other bilingual teachers. Thus, we
designed Part II of the study to focus on four verification activities.

First was the question of general verification. Given that we found the live SBIF
features to be significant in the 58 classrooms of Part I of the study, we asked
whether these features would be found in other classes serving other populations
ui LEP students. To answer this question, we studied two types of instructional
situations: classes whose teachers were nominated as successful and a sample of
classes whose teachers were not nominated.

Essentially, the five significant bilingual instructional features were found to
similar degrees in both instructional settings in Part II, with the exception of the
absence of use of 1.1 in classes with nonbilingual teachers (Fisher, (Juthrie, and
Mandinach 1983). One explanation for this is that, although not formally iden-
tified as successful bilingual instructors, even the teachers studied in Part II who
were not nominated turned nut to be effective instructors of LE)' students.
Regardless, the five SHIF features occurred (were verified) in the new sites in Part
fl 04 the study.

Stability was the second question. In prior instructional research, teachers were
found to vary in their instruction from one year to the next. Now, we asked two
kinds of questions. One focused on teachers and the other on students. Of ten
teachers who participated in l'art I of the study, we asked, "Given a new group of
LEP students, would teachers remain stable in their use of the significant bilingual
Instructional features observed in Part I, or would they change?" II they changed,
we were interested in what changes were made, why they were made, and
whether these changes were more or less effective in terms of consequences for
LEP students. Of 85 LEI' students studied in Part I, we asked, "Given a new
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classroom, would instructional context or process and student performance

change, and if so. howr
All ten Part I teachers who were studied in Part II utilized the five SHIF features

with their newly assigned classes. When instruction varied from the previous

year (in class organization) for example, teachers explained that it was because of

administrative policy shills or the changing composition of the student popula-

tion. Generally, as a result of school district program changes, there was an in-

creased emphasis in teaching reading in English in Part II. This, in turn, was
reflected by increased use of L. (English) during instruction. L2 increased from

alnmst two-thirds of the time for instmction in Part 1 to three-fourths of the time

in l'art H. Language alternation between Li and L2 seemed to be related to this

factor as well. Generally, however, the teaching behavior of these ten.teachers

remained stable across the Part I and II school years (Villegas 19143).

Since most students in the study sample moved from bilingual classes in Part I

to nonbilMgual classes in Part II, there was a corresponding increase in use of 12

in their new classes. Even so, student perfnrmance remained stablethe percen-

tage of student time engaged and of time during which students completed
assigned class tasks with high accuracy remained about the same or increased in

Part II (Guthrie & Fisher l9t13).
Third was the question of utility. We asked, "Are the significant bilingual in-

structional features identified in Part I useful to other practilkmers in terms of im-

proving instruction for LEP students?" Meetings were conducted at each of the

Part II sites; teachers, principals, administrators e, id teacher educators were in-

vited to attend. Study findings were presented, and participants discussed their

implications for practice in their own situatkm and in terms of their own instruc-

tional roles
There was unanimous agreement anumg the meeting participants that the in-

structional features were useful, particularly regarding the belief that SHIF
features were important for effective instruction of LEP students. Various recom-

mendations were made concerning the utility of the features for inclusion in

teacher training and staff development. Implications for policy regarding instruc-

tion and testing were also suggested (Tikunolf 1983b).
The fourth question was one of compatibility of the 5141F findings with current

research in a variety of relevant fields. To address this issue, critical papers were

commissioned from five well-known educational researchers. These were
presented and discussed at a meeting of practitioners, policy developers,
legislative representatives, and personnel from federal, state, and Incal education

agencies held in Washington, RC_ in February 1983.

Findings from the study were deemed consistent with findings from the live

authors' own research (Tikunolf 1983d). Topics and authors were: Active
Teaching, Teacher Expectations,and Student Perceptions in Regular and Bi-

lingual Settings (Thennas I.. (kxA); Effective Language Ilse in Bilingual

('assworns (Lily Wong Fillmore); Second Language Acquisition in School Settings

jCbristina Watt Paulston); Implications of the SBIF Descriptive Study for Teacher
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Eduration (George Blanco); and Classroom Participation as an Interactive &cress
(James Cummins).

All the above activities were monitored by panels of advisors. A Seminar of
Scholars critiqued the research questions and procedures. A Policy Implications
Advisory Panel reviewed findings, beginning with Part I and continuing through
Pad II, to identify critical implications for bilingual and other education policies.

The SWF finding concerningrhe proportionate use of 1.1 and during instruction
appears to conflict with other research findings. What does this nwan for efkawe
bilingual instruction?

There has been considerable speculation about how much Li (native language)
and L1 (English) should be used during bihugual ..istructkm of LEP students.
Various pieces of research appear to advance conflkling recommendations.

Teachers in Par! I of the SIBIF study, on the average, used English (11) about
two-thirds of the time for basic skills instruction. (It must be kept in mind,
however, that this figure is the result of averaging across the 58 classes, grades
Icti. In reality, there was wide variance across grade levels and sites.) In Part II,
Villegas (1983) reported that the ten teachers followed from Part I to Part 0 in-
creased the amount of English to three-fourths of the lime during basic skills in-
struction. Three of these teachers further reported that they increased the
amount of L2 in instruction directly in response to administrative emphasis on
both testing and teaching reading in English.

In contrast, Wong Fillmore (1983) reported that her data suggested a balance of
50 percent Li and 50 percent L2 as being appropriate. Her recommendation is
supported by Legarreta-Marcaida (1981).

On the surface, these findings appear to be contradictory. However, one must
kink beyond the findings to examine the comiitimis under which they were
established. For example. the varying contexts of the individual pieces of
research might explain the differentiation in data across studies. Deciding how
much 1.1 and I., to use for bilingual instruction, then, depends on how closely a
given situation aligns with tlw contexts of the various research studies and their
findings that are reported.

Rehire deciding what amount of each language to use for bilingual instruction
id MP students, there are several questions to be asked.

What was the nature of the teachers studied' hi l'art I of the SBIE study,
teachers were nominated as being the most successful bilingual instructors at
their respective sites. Data confirmed that, compared to what is known about ef-
fective instructim, these teachers appeared to be quite effective. One possible ex-
planation for tlw variance across studies of the amount of L1 and t.4 used, then,
rests with what kinds of leathers were studied. In other words, when more effec-
live bilingual teachers are compared with a random sample of teachers, quite dif-
ferent results may result.

What is the I. I and/or 1.2 proficiency of the LEP student population in a given
class? One can expect that classes populated with LEP students who are more
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English proficient will result in greater use of 12 for instructkm unless the intended
goal is to develop students' proficiency in another language. In the latter case,
proficiency in that language will determine the degree to which a teacher can re-
ly on its use for instruction. In general, younger students, and those with less ex-
perience in use of Li, require greater use of Li during instruction until they
develop sufficient proficiency in 12.

What percentage o I the class is LEP? Large numbers of LEP students at varying
degrees of proficiency in 12 specify different instructional treatment in terms of
proportionate use of L1 and 1.2 than classes in which there are fewer LEP
students.

flow many languages are represented among the LEP students in a given class?
If there are several, and the teacher is instructionally proficient in only one
language other than English, it follows that this will impact upon the use of Li for
instruction. Many scluxds resolve this by providing teacher assistants who know
the respective languages represented by the LEP students fur purposes of transla-
tion.

What time of year is a? The time of school year might impinge upon the
amount of 17 a teacher can expect to be able to use. Fur most school-based
research like the SIM study, data tend to be collected between January and the
end of the school year. The assumption is that classes will be functioning normal-
ly by then, su observers will be less obtrusive in classrooms. However, teachers
in the SBIF study who analyzed their own data reported that they had used more
Li at the beginning of the school year, and that by spring they used 12 more fre-

quently because by that time their students had become more proficient.
Is the instructional objective developing English proliciemy or proficiency in L

The answer to this question ought to result in a considerable difference in the
amount of Li and Lz used for instruction. In those classes where the objective is
maintaining a student's Li (for example, teaching reading in Spanish before
teaching it in English), it follows that there would be considerably more use of L.
The converse would be true if the instructional objective is to develop English
proficiency as quickly as possible.

What is the content areu? The SBIF study recorded instructional information
only during basic skills instruction (i.e., reading and other language arts, language
development, and mathematics). Because tests in these areas were scheduled to
be given late in the spring, teachers reported that they were compelled to rely
more on L2 for instruction since tests were administered in English for the most
part. It is quite likely that proportionate use of Li and 12 varied for other content
areas in these same classes.

To summarize, in order to estimate how much to use Li and 12, a teacher must
consider a number of instructional context issues.
According to our school district polio', we are not allowed to alternate languages
(between Li and L2) during instruction. This is because we have been told that
alternating languages tends to confuse the child. What do you make of this polity
in light of the SBY finding concerning language alternation?

M
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Considerable confusion surrounds the issue of whether or not to alternate be-
tween a student's native language (Li) and English (L2) during instruction. Like
many other instructional issues, decision making for, this question goes beyond
either "yes" or "no." It requires addressing at least two issues, context of instruc-
tion and purpose for language alternation.

Before discussing these issues, it should be made dear what is meant by
language alternation. Language alternation is the spontaneous changing of
languages during instruction in order to translate or otherwise present and ex-
plain material which has just been presented in the other language. As one
leacher in the SBW study explained it, "I look up and see a puzzled expr,71..ion on
a few of my udents' faces. I ask them in Spanish. 'Did you understand what I just
saidrIlen I repeat in Spanish the portion of the lesson just covered in English.
When I am sure they have understood, I return to the lesson using English."

Language alternation differs from what linguists refer to as code switching.
Code switching usually is defined as switching betwetm two languages (codes)
during conversation between two persons or among several. Those engaged in
the conversation understand both languages being used, and the flow of conver-
sation is not broken by switching from one language to another. Apparently,
code switching results from opting between two languages to use words or
phrases which are most familiar or which communicate best.

Teachers in Part I of the SBIF study alternated between 1.1 and 1.2 for purposes
of achieving clarity. This finding does not infernor should it be used to in-
terthat they were code switching when they did this. Instead, they used either

1.2 to present complete ideas and explanatimis. When it became clear to
them that a student was not understanding, they changed to the other language
and repeated approximately what they had just said in the first language.

To determine whether or not language alternation would be useful as an in-
structional strategy, two issues need to be addressed: (I) what is the instructional
context in which languages are alternated, and (2) what is the purpose behind
language alternation?

The instructkvtal context should determine whether or not language alterna-
tion is appropriate. For example, when the context is teaching reading in
Spanish, teachers may decide to use only Spanish to reach comprehension. This
is similar to classic immersion techniques wherein a teacher may understand a
student's response in one language but choose to answer only in the language be-
ing developed. In this instance, teachers must decide whether or not language
alternation is appropriate, and if so, under what circumstances.

Teachers make such decisions taking into account the frustration level a given
student may have reached and whether or not this is interfering with learning.
Filective teachers make use of every available resourceincluding knowledge uf
a LEP student's native languageto ensure that students :earn. It is unlikely that
an effective leather would allow a student to reach unreasonably high levels of
frustration if using that student's L mold alleviate a particular problem and allow
the student to get on with class task completion.
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The purpose for language alternation should he tied to achieving effective in-

struction. Teachers in the Siff study were observed to alternate between English

and Li in order to achieve understanding of concepts, procedure, preiducts, and

so forth by their LE1' students. Languages were alternated relatively frequently

when the instructional veiniest required it. Most frequently, language alternation

was directed toward one I.F.P student who appeared to be having difficulty

understanding instruction. At other times, language alternation was directed at a

group of LEI' students.
Fifty percent of the instances of language alternation that were observed in the

SIM' study were for the purpose of instructional development in a content area,

and about 33 percent of the instances were for giving directions or explaining

imicedures. The SIMI: teachers typically did not use LEP students' native

language for purposes of sanctioning them for misbehavior. In fact, in their inter-

views teachers expressed a belief that such use of LEP students' native language

put it into a negative rimiest, so they would not want to use Li for this purpose.

In terms of instruction. language alternation makes sense. As was pointed out

in chapter 3. students cannot be expected to function proficiently in ac-

rimiplishing class tasks if they do not understand what is expected, what the in-

structional inlaid is to he. or what information is remiired to complete tasks.

1.11' students are at a decided disadvantage in this regard when English is the on-

ly language nsed for instructiim. Teachers who can use l. when necessary to

clarify and explain ideas, concepts, procedures, and so forth better ensure that

1.11' students can understand the requirements of class task completion.

Bilingual instruction has been referred to as a "grass roots" ninvement. This is

to say that, in the absence of solid evidence of "what works," practitioners have

used their own conventional wisdom and practical knowledge, and have adapted

materials and strategies from FN. programs developed primarily for adults for

use with younger students. Unfortunately, lack of information about effective in-

structional strategies for LEP students has led to policy decisions which also have

been based on conventional wisdom, or what seemed to make sense at the time.

iiven that the instructional goals for I Fr students are both (a) developing English

pridideiwy while (b) progressing in academic skills development, teachers who

van use 11 and 1.2 effectively for instruction need to he given the policy support

to do so. The SWF study finding concerning language alternation certainly sug-

gests that policy that disallows language alternation iweds to by examined in

light of Ibis evidence,

Basic skills mgruclion cninprised 128 mmutes of instructional Ione in the SIIIF

study classes. Gum o typical school day is hoe to six hours us length, MI this

too small an °unman of tune to devote to basic skills?

The SB1F study was designed to inqpire into that portion of the school day

devoted to basic skills instruction. This included instruction in reading and other

language arts, language development, and mathematics. As the. teachers in the

SIM: study were nominated for their effectiveness, and were shown to be so in
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subsequent data analysis, it naturally follows that they would give similar anew
lion to basic skills instrudion for students. Thus. it is important to know that
the discovery that 128 minutes of instructional time was allocated to basic skills
instructiim appears to align with what other researchers have learned, generally,
about effective. instructkm at the elementary school level. Even so, some
clarification of this filming is in order.

First, the minutes reported are based on a research construct called. allocated
instructional time. 'Ibis is the amount of time a teacher actually spends instruc-
ting students. TO arrive at allocated time, an observer used a stopwatch to assess
the total time assigned to nistruction in a content area, then deducted the amount
of time used for other purposes. Counted among the deducted lime was time
taken for activities such as passing out and collecting texts and materialk. inter-
rupting instruction to handle distractimis, delivering reprimands or exerting
behavior control over students, transition time between two instructional ac-
tivities, and any side conversations that diverted attention from the topic under-
way. Thus, the. only time counted as time allocated hi instruction was the amount
of lime teactwrs were actually engaged in instruction with students.

A second factor to cemsider regarding average annealed lime is that it was ag-
gregated amiss the S8 classes. These classes were comprised of kindergarten
through sixth grade with only three exceptions, and more classes were al the
lower than the upper grades. One must renwinber that a kindergartner typically
spends only one-half as much time in school each day as a sixth grader. Thus, as
ill) average. this 128 minutes of time allocated to basic skills instruction appears
reasiniable.

A third factor was that the data which produced this finding were collected in
the spring, a time when most schools provkling instructiem to MP students are
preparing to administer basic skills achievement tests. In their interviews, SHIF
teachers reveah.d an anxiety about the coming tests, and appeared to be con-
scious of spending increased time in instruction t(iey perceived to be relevant to
what they though might ix. covered on the tests. This is not generally an unusual
altitude anumg teachers when testing time approaches. however, it is not clear
trom the data whether or not the time of year influeiwed the anumnt of time
alk waled to basic skills instruction.

In summary, teachers in the SBIF study were found on average to allocate 128
minutes per day to basic skills instructiontime spent actually instructing, not
handling classroom management activities. Various other findings regarding stu-
dent functional proficiency (for example. see chapter 3) and teacher effectiveness
{see chapter 4) further suggest that a more important consideration is the quality,
mit simply the amount, of instructional lime in a class serving students.

We. are taught in our teacher framing courses that effective, teaching requires us-
ing a variety of classroom organizational practices like grouping, individualized
instruction, peer tutoring, learning stations and so forth. lloweve'r, these ap-
proaches were not found to be significant in the SBW study. 1 ',is a remit-attic-
tum?
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Teachers in the Stl!F study used a variety of instructional arrangements to
achieve similar instructional goals. For example, while students were instructed
as a single group for an average of slightly more than half of the school day, for
an additional percent of the school day they were taught in instructional
groups. The most frequent grouping arrangement was two or three groups work-
ing concurrently Oil separate assignments. Grouping deciskms were most often
based on students' English proficiency, and the content of instructitm when
students were grouped was typically reading or other language arts (Fisher et at
1981).

An examination of the nature of class tasks, howevm reveals that students
were required to work independently, 90 percent u: ;iie lime either at seat work
tasks or in recitation groups. Only very infrequently were they relluired to
cooperate with other students or to wnrk on teams in order to complete class
tasks. Thus, grouping appeared to be for purposes of placing students with similar
English proficiency into groups, and differentiating tasks among the groups in
terms of task complexity, rather than for teaching the skills of cooperation or
team decision making.

Iii interproing these findings, it is important to keep in mind two aspects of the
study. First, to be significant, an instructional feature had to meet the four criteria
of significance established for the study. That is, a feature had to (I) be identified
in the literature as signifkant for the instruction of 1.EP and other students, (2)
have occurred frequently and with high quality in all SB1F classes at all sites dur-
ing the time they were observed. (3) be identified by SHIF teachers as significant
when they analyzed then own instructional protocols, and (4) be associated with
desirable consequences for LEP students. Grouping arrangements are an integral
part of the organization of all classes, not just those which provide bilingual in-
svuction. In addition, 11w forms grtmping takes, and the instructional purposes
behind them, vary from class to class depending on such factors as the age of the
students, varying ability levels, and levels of English proficiency, lifficulty of
lesson content, and so forth. Therefore, given differences in grade sevels and in
students proficiency in I. and 12, among other things, it is probably unlikely Mat
any single form of grouping arrangement would have been identified in the :iB1F
study as being significant for bilingual instruction of 11-1' students.

A second aspect of the study which has bearing on this set of findings is the
time of year observations were made. Classes in the SBIF study were observed
for ten full observer days in the spring. Because of scheduling difficulties, the ma-
jnrity of observations took place during the period immediately prior to end-of-
school-year testing. Thus, it is possible that teat-hers focused On preparing
students for the coining tests in reading and mathematics. Since review tasks
used by teachers tend to emphasize recita:ion and worksheet completion,
regardless of whether the group includes the entire class or a subgroup of
students, the SBIF findings are consistent with what one might expect to occur in
classrooms at this time of the school year.
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Is then, some informalum from the SWF study hat can help address the effective
instruction of LEP students by nonhihngual teachers?

Since the WE study sought to identify sigoificant features of bilingual instruc-
tion, leachers who were studied in Part I were all bilingual In addition, as
previously underscored, they had been nominated as being among the best bi-
lingual instructors at their respective sites. Thus, findings from the study are in-
dicative of successful instruction of LEP students in bilingual instructional set-
tings. Nevertheless, some speculation can be made about which of the SBIF
features conkt be used by nonbilingual teachers for the instruction of LEP
students, and how other aspects of the SBIF features might be adapted or accom-
modated.

In this regard, it is important to note that while the sample of teachers jor Part I
of the study was comprised solely of bilingual instructors, in Part Ii a number of
nimbilingual teachers who were nominated were added. In geoeral, the SBIF
features were as effective in these latter classes to approximately the same
degree and with similar outcomes for target 1.E1' students. An obvious exception
concerns the use of a LEP student's native language for instruction, inasmuch as
nonbilingual teachers could not be expected to do this. Thus, of the five SWF
features, four can be used effectively for the instruction of LIT students by all
teachers regardless of whether they are bilingual.

The fifth feature, using Li for a !Nation of instruction for purposes of assuring
clarity and understandMg, can lw accommodated in several ways when the
teacher is not bilingual.

Basic to effective 41SW-thin are teachers Who themSelVes are effective. Two of
the SBIF features suggest that all teachers of 1.E1' and other students should (I)
use active teaching for basic skills instruction, and (2) tw able to provide cur-
riculum and lessons which tie the intent of a lesson to how it is organized; present
clear explanations, &ministrations, and review of content and procedures; and
produce the appropriate outcomes for students.

A third SHIF feature concerned the use of LEI' students' native language (It) for
a portion of the instruction in order to ensure that I.E1' students understand the
nature of class tasks and what is expected in terms of learning outcomes or pro-
ducts. Teachers who are not bilingual, or whose other language is not one
spoken by their I.E1' students, may use several strategies to accommodate this
feature.

For example, at one study site some target LEP students were recently arrived
Vietnamese with very little, if any, English proficiency. Vietnamese teacher
assistants with some English proficieiwy were hired and placed in their classes to
work ahmgside the Vietnamese students, providing translation and interpretation
of the teacher's instruction whenever it was required. As a result, these students
were able to understand the requirements of class tasks. They were also able to
seek assistance or to get feedback from the teacher assistants, and frequently
used them to interpret when they needed assistance from the teacher.
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This same process was established in another class using other students instead
of teacher assistants. In this case. LEP students represented three langume
groups. The teacher, who was bilingual in English and Spanish, matched students
by languages, seating newly arrived students with those who had developed

some English proficiency. In addition she carefully communicated her expecta-
tions that the more English proficient students were to help their assigned newly
arrived students with understanding and completing class tasks. Because new
students enrolled in the school at different times during the school year, this
system appeared to be a necessary and natural part ua the instructional system in

this classriann.
What appears to be critical is that LEP students .vho do not understand instruc-

tion in English are provided with translation in their regular classroom while they
are engaged in responding to the demands of class tasks. In this way, they learn
the lesson content while they develop student functional proficiency. Con-
comitantly, the English skills that are developed relate both to concept develop-
ment and to learning appropriate responses to class task demands.

In contrast, students who are taken out of their regular classrooms to obtain (a)
assistance with English acquisition, or (b) to complete class tasks with a person
who speaks their Li, are required to respond to very different task demands.
Learning in a tutorial situation does not require the student to respond ap-
propriately to the demands inherent in class tasks as a member of the collectivity
called a class. In addition, the students' absence during any portion of instruction
in the regular classroom raises the risk of missing important information and skill
and knowledge development.

At another school teachers who attended one of the SBIF Utility Meetings
recognized this problem. They complained that their LEP students, who were
taken out of their regular classrooms in order to work with teacher assistants
who could speak their language, had a difficult time learning to manage instruc-
tional tasks when they returned to the classroom. In addition, they reported that
LEP students who were pulled out of the classroom frequently missed instruction
that was critical to their concept development.

As a result of interacting with others at the Utility Meeting around the "pullout"
issue, the teachers determined that it was better to keep LEP students in their
classes. When they returned to school, they convinced their principal to place the
teacher assistants in their classrooms. A follow-up discussion with a few of the
teachers revealed greater satisfaction with this approach. They believed that LEP
students progressed much more quickly toward developing student functional
proficiency when they remained a part of the regular class and when persons
who could translate and interpret for them were brought into the regular
classroom. In addition, the teachers reported that LEP students' English proficien-
cy developed more quickly. They attributed this to the increased time in the
regular classroom which, in turn, required the students to learn increasingly
more English in order to negotiate class tasks.

A-fourth SHIF feature which can be used by both bilingual and monolingual in-
structors of 11.P students is the integration of English( lfppage development with
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instruction in tlw content areas. Although LEP students received instruction
specilkally aimed toward developing their English proficiency, such as English as

a second language (ESL) instruction, their teachers also built English language
development demands into their regular instruction. This required LEP students

to respond in English and to use increasingly more complex sentences.

Teachers seldom missed an opportunity to extend a LEP student's language
development. When students used their Li to answer a question, teachers

responded by saying, "Right. Now can you say that in English?" Students were

encouraged to respond using complete sentences rather than single words. When

teachers monitored work in progress, they frequently intervened in Li, but
changed the language to English before completing a!) explanation.

Along these lines, it is interesting to note that such approaches to students'

language development is not a usual focus for teacher training. When it is included

iii the leacher raining curriculum, it usually is required only for the prepara-
tion of bilingual or early childhood teachers. However, techniques andstrategies

for developing students' language can be useful for instruction at all grade levels

and for all types of students. This would be a salient staff development focus for
teachers in all schools. Obviously, such training is particularly important for
teachers in schools serving significant numbers id LEP students. In addition, in a
given school teachers might plan together to ensure that curriculum across
grade levels develops concomitant English language in LEP students. In this way,

regardless of the availability of instructional personnel who can use LEP students'
Li for instruction, commitment to and capability for developing LEP students'
English proficiency can be attained among members of a school facility.

Use of information from a LEP students' LI culture to mediate effective instruc-
tion is another SBIE feature that may be used in all classrooms. Of the 58 teachers

who participated in Part I, all but five were both bilingual and bicultural. The
other five, however, had acquired a second language and lived extensively in the
country of that linguistic origin. Therefore, these teachers could draw upon infor-
million from their LEP students' Li cultures in order to mediate effective instruc-
tion.

Three kinds of cultural information were used: cultural referents, participant
structures, and norms and values. Information for all three have been provided in

a variety of ways for use by all leachers of LEP students who are not of their

culture.
For example, one school district had experienced a recent influx of large

numbers of Vietnamese children. The curriculum conrdinator who attended the
Utility Meeting at that site decided to develop a written aicument which explained

and descrilwd various facets of Vietnamese culture. She used as her sources of

informatkm one of the teacher assistants who was fairly fluent in English.
Together they interviewed parents to gather information about how children
learned at home, what experiences they had previously had in schools in Viet-

nam, important holidays and celebrations, linguistic and paralinguistic informa-
tion, and so forth. The result was a manual presepinv descriptive information

t)
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about the Vietnamese students and their home cultures. Subsequently, the coor-
dinator worked with leachers of these students to develop instructional strategies
that built upon this cultural information.

Another example of this sort of activity occurred in a high school in New York
City with a large Chivese student population. One of the teachers was a native
speaker of English whose 12 was Chinese. She had lived and traveled extensively
in China, and was respected by her peers. The principal of the school encouraged
her to take leadership in developing a publication for non-Chinese speakers
which described the varieties of Chinese languages and dialects, and presented
some of the cultural differences between going to school in the United States and
in a Chinese-speaking nation. The resulting publication is now in its second revi-
shm. The teacher continues to add new relevant information in response hi ques-
tkms other teachers ask.

These two examples illustrate how cultural information about LEP students can
be gathered and shared. In addition, faculties can plan together to determine
what facets of this inhumation can be utilized to design curriculum and instruc-
tion for LEP students. Information of this sort is particularly important when LEP
students at a given school are from a variety of ethnolinguistic backgrounds.
Because their cultures will vary, aspects of instruction that are intended to build
upon cultural information can be expected to vary. Some division of labor among
faculty members makes this task feasible when several different language groups
comprise the LIT student population.

A prevailing issue among hihngual teuclwrs is whether to teach reading first in
Li and later in I. Do the SBIF findings suggest which is more effective?

The issue of reading first in L1 or 12 was not a central question in the SBIF
study, so findings cannot inform concerns regarding which approach is more ef-
fective. However, because this issue was paramount in the mituls of some of the
teachers in the study, some of their insights and experiences can be shared. In
turn, this information may shed additional light on this issue.

One data collection strategy in the study was to conduct extensive curriculum
interviews with each teacher. They were tape recorded and later transcribed.
These intervirws focused on the instructional intent, the curriculum covered, and
teachers' expectations and theories about instruction.

Teaching reading first in Li versus teaching reading first in L. was an issue rele-
vant primarily to SBIF teachers of LEP students whose Li was Spanish. It was not
an issue with leachers of Navajo or Chinese-speaking students.

These differences in concern levels may be attributed in large part to LEP
students' L. Obviously, the written languages of English and Spanish include
similarities which make transfer from learning to read in one symbol system to
another relatively easy. Hence, the language with which to begin reading is a
matter for conjecture. Trying to accomplish this with the Chinese symbol system
would be far more complex, since the characters of Chinese do not translate
directly into the English alphabet. In the case of Navisjql-an oral language until
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only recentlysevere resirirtions exist on what can be written rather than COM-
nuinkated in the traditional oral mode. Transfer of reading skills from one
language to another would be particularly difficult in this case.

Among the Spanish-speaking SBIF teachers, teaching reading first in 1.1 or 12
was an issue primarily for teachers of very young students. In their interviews,
considerable frustration was expressed concerning the dichotomy between what
they believed about teaching reading, and what the school district required.
When the teaching of reading in either language first went against their beliefs,
these teachers perceived that it influenced instruction in other portions of the
curriculum as well. For example, if teachers who believed LEP students should
first learn to read Li were required to teach reading in English instead, they
reported a perception of increased use of English in other areas of instruction as
well, hi fact, this was substantiated in the teacher behavior stability study con-
ducted in Part II of the study (Villegas, 1983).

In addition, this issue appeared to be more relevant in situations where com-
pliance was an issue as well. For example, New York City schools are under the
Aspira Consent Decree, one facet of which allows parents to determine in which
language their children will be tested. II parents select Spanish as the language of
testing, then considerable school instruction must be conducted in Spanish so
that students will develop Spanish profidency to a level which will allow them to
be successfully tested. This requires learning to read in I. as well as in It
Teachers who embraced "reading in 1.1 first" as a part of their philosophy had lit-
tle difficulty with this requirement. Advocates of "reading in Li," however, ex-
pressed doubt and stress.

The converse was true, as well. Teachers who believed in reading in Li U-st
and whose LEP students would be tested in English at the end of the school year
agonized over whether or not to pursue their beliefs.

Another observation from the SBIF study concerns the conflict between
teachers' instructional methods and parents' expectations for their children. Fre-
quently, teachers complained that they were not able to act upon their beliefs
about the teaching of reading, and sometimes about bilingual instruction as well,
because parents'expected that their children came to school to learn English. It
was sometimes difficult, teachers reported, to explain to parents that bilingual in-
struction and reading in LI first were viable strategies for developing both
English proficiency and academic skills.

One of the SWF features is that teachers integrated Enghsh language develop-
ment with leaching in the content areas. Is this a more effectwe strategy than
traiktional ESL instruction?

The finding that English was integrated into regular content instruction does
not imply that LEP students did not receil instruction in English language
development as a separate subject. ESL and other strategies were employed in a
variety of ways for students in all the classes. What is significant about this
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feature is that, in addition to whatever specific instruction in Engfish develop-

ment students received (whether in their regular class or elsewhere on a pullout

basis), their teachers also integrated language development strategies with

regular instruction in content areas.
The language of instruction used in classrooms is very different from that used

lor other purposes. EN. instruction tends to focus on developing general oral pro-

ficiency in English. Particularly when an individual is learning a second language.

the words that are learned first are not those teachers typically use to teach con-

cepts and skills and specify class tasks and procedures. In their interviews, SHIF

teachers exprssed a belief that concepts under development during instructkm

had to lw incorporated into their LEP students personal English lexicons

regardless of how complex they were. In addition, students' daily interaction with

completing class tasks afforded opportunities to learn English with relation to

general classniom learning. Both obviously are important. Teachers generally

believed that both were best accomplished when language development was in-

tegrated into everything dse that giK's IM in a classroom,

luwe been u bilingual hunter h ten years. Recently, in addition to iny Puerto

Wan simhins. our wing)! has Await ta recentv gmhlas ham many other

language groups. How con I provide ha these students when 1 um proficient only

in English and Spanish?

A bilingual teacher confronted with LEP students from several ettmofinguistic

backgromuls has a headstart on a teacher who is not bilingual. Still, tor those LEP

students whose Li is different from a bilingual teadwr's two languages, strategies

must be considered which are very similar to those reconnuemied above for non-

bilingual teaclwrs,
The principles of language development and effective instruetinn are useful. In

addition. alternative strategies will have to be employed to ensure proper transla-

him from LEP student.s* I,1(s) so they are able to understand and respond ap-

prupriately to class task demands and teachers' expectations. Information about

IEP students' I. cultures relevant for organizing and delivering instruction will

have to be obtained. Much information along this line is contained in the previous

question about monolingual teachers of LH' students.
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Overview of the Significant
Bilingual Instructional
Features Descriptive Study

In October 1980. a study was iintiated to inquire into what sig-
nificant features. if any, are present in the successful bilingual instruction of
limited-English-proficient (LEP) students. The Significant Instructional
Features (SBIF) descriptive study was one of several initiated under the U.S.
Department of Education's Part C Research Agenda for Bilingual Education.
Funded through the National Institute of Education, this three-year. multifaceted
study was conducted by a consortium of nationally prominent education agen-
cies and institutions that developed a prop ,. al and subsequently was awarded a
contract as the result of competition amo ig several such groups.

The SBIE study consisted of two parts. Part 1 identified and described those
features of bilingual instruction considered significant in terms of their conse-
quences for LEP students. It was conducted during the 1980-N1 school year. In
Part IL these findings were verified in four major studies conducted during the
1981-82 school year.

Overall Purpose of the Study
The Part C Research Agenda for Bilingual Education responds to a congres-

sional mandate issued in 1978. In search of information to aid in its decision mak-
ing, Congress directed the Department of Education to formulate an agenda of in-
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quiry into the needs of LEP students. The resulting research agenda was organ-
ized i»to three categories by a Part C Research Coordinating Committee.

Category A. Assessment of National Needs for Bilingual Educution. focuses on
studies which determine the number of students needing these services and the
human resources required to fulfill them. Category B, Improvement in the Effec-
tiveness of Services to Students, focuses on the types of services al the classroom
and program level that best meet the instructional needs of LEP students.
Category C, Improvement in Title VII Program Management and Operatkm,
focuses on cost effectiveness issues with regard to planning and" delivering
technical services to Title VII grantees. The SBIF study was funded under
Category B.

Consortium that Conducted the Study
The study was conducted by a consortium of nine educational institutions and

agencies in collaboration with local school districts that historically have served
the needs of student populations from varying ethnolinguistic backgrounds.

Members of the consortium, participating school districts, and targeted ethno-
linguistic student populations in both parts of the study were:

ARC Associates. Inc . in collaboration with the Oakland and San Francisco school
districts (California) focusing on students whose home language was one of the Chinese
languages;

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, who focused on
classrooms which contained students representing many home languages in ale San
Francisco schixols;

Florida State University. in collaboration with the Dade County (Miami. Florida) schools,
focusing on Cuban and Cuban-American students whose home language was Spanish;
Hunter College of City University of New York. who studied Purr t,) Rican students
whose home language was Spanish in Community School District 4. New York City
Board of Education;

Navajo Nation Division of Education in collaboration with schools serving children of
the Navajo Nation in northeastern Arizona;

Southwest Educatamal Development Laboratory, who focused on Mexican and Mex-
ican American students whose home lariguge was Spanish in the El Paso, Texas public
schools.

Consortium members participating only in Part II of the study were:

CFMREI., 1mw,, in collaboration with the Chicago, Illinois poblic schools, focusing on
classrooms serving students from diverse ethnic backgrounds, hot whose home
language was Spanish;

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, in collaboration with the Salem, Oregon,
public schools, who focused on students whose home language was either Spanish or
Vietnamese,

University of Hawaii, in collaboration with the Hawaii Department of Education, focus-
ing on Filipino students whose home language is Ilokano.
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Description of the Study
The SBIF study was conducted in two phases. Part I identified and described

features of bilingual instruction considered to be significant in terms of their con-
sequences for LEP students. The sample for this portion of the study included 58
classrooms (53 of which were at the elementary school level) and 232 students at
6 nationally represented sites. Part H focused on verification of the features iden-
tified and described in Part I, and included 356 target students in 89 classes at 8
sites.

Classes identified as successful bilingual instructional settings were the focus of
Part I of the stady. It was supposed that significant bilingual instructional features
were more likely to be found in such settings. Thus, teachers were nominated by
other teachers, principals, district administrators, parents, and students formerly
in their classes as being among the most successful practitioners of bilingual in-
struction at their respective sites.

In its first year, the study addressed research questions related to six sets of
research constructs (see table 1). The data sources for two of these were outside
the classroom, but considered to impinge upon and influence instruction and out-
comes for LEP students. Tnese were (a) what constituents of bilingual education
considered to be indicators of success in bilingual instruction and what their con-
sequences were perceived to he for LEP students and (b) what constituted the
macrolevel context variables that defined the school, community, and school
district in which the bilingual instructional settings in the study were located.

For instructional variables, there were two levels of data collection. Level I in-
volved the collection of several kinds of data (ruin all ol the sample classrooms at
each of the sites. Leve! 2 focused on only one or two classrooms studied inten-
sively at each site in order to produce an instructional case study for each.

Level I data collection focused on four research constructs. Organizational
structure of the class was in terms of language of instruction, lesson content area,
work group size and composition, degree and nature of collaboration among
student; in completing class tasks, student choice options, nature and mode of
teacher's evaluation of student's task comnietion, and interdependency of all
these factorf In task completion. Allocation of time was by (a) content, (b)
language of instruction (L1 and 1.2), and (c) who the instructor is (teacher or other
adult); related to (a) use of instructional materials in Li and Lz, (b) LEP and/or
other students, and (c) different instructional activities. Teacher variables were in
terms of active teaching behavior, teacher's expectations for LW student perfor-
mance, and teacher's sense of efficacy. Student variables were in terms of
language proficiency, competence in participation in completing class tasks,
engagement and accuracy with relation to task completion (measured by
Academic Learning Time) in reading/language arts and mathematics, and social
cognitive understanding of students.

Level 2 data collection resulted in nine intensive case studies of bilingual in-
struction. Included were two at the kindergarten level, one first-grade class, one
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Table 1
Constructs, Research Questions, and Data

Sources for Part 1 of the Study

Constructs I Research Questions I Data Sources

Indicators of
successhd
bilingual
instructional
settings

What features/criteria do various ex-
perts among bilingual education consti-
!tient groups use in determining that a
bilingual instructional setting (school
and classroom), is successful?

(onstituent groups are: bilingual ethics-
lion program directors. principals.
teachers, parents. etc.

Are success indicators similar or dif-
ferent based tst client groups, ethno-
linguistic composition of LEP popula-
tion, site, level of education Ielemen-
tary school, iunior high school, senior
high school), and school classroom?

Open-ended interviews with
representatives of various
client groups at each ol six
proposed Part I sites.

Bdingual Education Class-
room evidencing success
criteria.

.

Macridiwel
context data

What is the school, community, bi-
lingual education prowam, and family
context within which each ol the sam-
ple classrooms is nested? What, if any.
similarities/differeiwes in the macro-
level context exist across sites and
classrooms?

,

Open-ended interviews with
school principals, parents,
others at the classroom site.

Review of available disco-
menls and program plans.

Informal observations in
community

Proiect director and data col.
lector knowledge of com-
munity

Organizational
structure of
the classrormi

(For each activity structure dimension)
what forms are utilized in classrooms iii
bilingual teaching settings?

Do differences on one dimension, e.g..
language of instruction, interact
with/appear to be related to differences
in other dimensions, e g , student
chowe?

Narrative descriptions based
un indass ublervalnnw
General descriptive data ob-
lained during in-class obser-
yahoo

Athreatltm
of time

Haw is time allocated to exemplary bi-
lingual school settings by content area,
language of instruction, student
Linguage characteristics resources, and
category of teaching-learning activity

Does allocation ul time differ according
to configuration uf macrocontent
levels?

In-class observations using
stopwatch and coding sheet

Teacher
variables

,

Which, if any, active teaching
behaviors do leachers in successful bi-
lingual school settings use when
leaching reading and math:

Active teaching observation
instruments.
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raw I continued

Constructs Research Questions Data Sources

'teat her
variables
northrinetff

What expectations do leachers in bi-
lingual settings have for In's and
students who speak the niapinty
language?

What, if any, sinularnies/differencrs in
expectaticnts occur across teachers bas-
ed on teadier'smothet tongue, years of
teachmg in a bilingual education pro-
gram. priaessional development related
to instruction of I.F.Ps?

What sense id efficacy is expressed by
teachers? Does effwacy appear to be
related to teacher's mother tongue,
etc ? (see above)

In leacherS opinion, what is intent of in-
struction" Is intent similar/different
depenitmg upon student language, age,
sohirci area"

Curriculum inlet virws

-

What patterns of mteraction, in general.
occur twtween leachers and students ni
bihngual school settings'

What work activity and untitutional
demands are imposed by teachers in
the classroom? Are these related hi stu .
dent's ettmohnguistic background.
teacher's intent, sense of efficacy. ex-
perations tor studeMs?

What relationships exist, if any, be-
wren leariwr intent and what the
teacher does during instruction?

Narrative description of
teacher behavior

Student
variables

What is the language probciency in Li
and 12 of the In's in each classrown,
based on teacher ratings and other data
upon-es?

.-

Teacher ratings of language
prolkirney; offwr already
available priihriency data.

What is the Academic Learning Time of
In's in Inlingual instructional selluigs.
by classroian, site, and across sites?

Academic Learning Time
data .

I tescriptive narratives ol stu-
dent participation nt the
classroom

What social cognitive understandings
do In's express regarding instructional
demands, teacher authority, dis-
tributive allstice in application of
classroom resources and specific work
activity demands'

a7

Social coginuve understand -
mg interviews

t'unnnued
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Tag* I caromed

Coestrusts Reisearels Quiestiona Data Soarer.

%silent
v ariables
orirmtwin

How do W participate in dassruum
instructional activities? Is me style of
participation more productive for sonw
sludents that, others?

Narrative description t4 slu
dent behavMr in the
tiassruton

What. d any. relationships exist be-
Iween 11w LEP student's psoiweenry.
All". participation styli-Isl. and/or
social tugnitive understanding?

Participation style analysis

combination first-and-second-grade class, one second-grade class, one coiribina-
tion second-and-third grade class, one combination third-fourth-and-fifth-grade
class, and two fifth-grade classes.

Case studies were designed to obtain more detailed instructional information
with relation to (a) consonance of a teacher's instructional goals with outcomes of
thr lesson in terms of student performance; (b) students' understanding of instruc-
tional intent, procedures for completing class tasks, and information sources used
in their completion; and (c) both teacher's and students' perceptions of instruc-
tional intent and results of participating in instruction.

In Part ll of the study findings of data analyzed for Part I provided the focus for
addressing four verification issues in Part H of the study.

One verification issue, generalizability. was whether instructional features
identified and described in Part I. which were considered to be significant for bi-
lingual instruction, would also be found in bilingual instructional settings for
other ethnolinguistic groups of LEP students. A second verifivation issue, stabili-
ty, was in terms of (a) stability of teacher behavior, studying a second group of
LEP students for ten teachers in Part H who had been observed in Part I to deter-
mine if they were taught differently; and (b) LEP students' participation in bi-
lingual instruction, following 86 students from their classes in Part I to their
classes in Part II of the study.

A third verification issue, utility, was in terms of perceived usefulness of find-
ings from Part I by practitioners for use in instruction, for administering bi-
lingual instructional programs, and for training bilingual leachers. The fourth
verification issue was compatibility of Part I findings with those from other fields
of research. Five researchers from related areas addressed this issue in commis-
sioned papers.
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